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The largest pro ligh ng and audio 
show in China, Prolight + Sound 
Guangzhou (PLSG), is edging nearer 
and nearer as it gears up to 
celebrate its 20‐year milestone. As 
one of the few physical events of its 
kind scheduled next, the 20th 
edi on will be held from 25 – 28 
February 2022 in Areas A & B, China 
Import and Export Fair Complex in 
Guangzhou.  
 
While exhibitors at the fairground 
can make in‐person interac ons 
with industry professionals, the 
organisers are also offering virtual 
network op ons in response to the 
new hybrid era. Ms Judy Cheung, 
Deputy General Manager, Messe 
Frankfurt (HK) Ltd says, “We really 
hope to welcome our overseas  

buyers back to the fairground, but 
due to the current pandemic 
situa on, we are alloca ng more 
resources towards digital tools. Our 
business matching service can 
maximise new rela onships for 
exhibitors and buyers and we hope 
to bring the industry closer together 
through this channel.” 
 
On the ground in Guangzhou, more 
than 1,000 manufacturers and 
suppliers will showcase a wide array 
of pro ligh ng and audio products 
and solu ons in 140,000 sqm of 
exhibi on space. Key local industry 
players and globally renowned 
brands will present both cost 
effec ve and state of the art 
products that will not disappoint, 
including ACE, ACME, Allen & Heath,  

Audio‐technica, AVCiT, Avid, BBS, 
Biamp, BMB, Bosch, Bose, 
Charming, Concore, D&B 
Audiotechnik , DAGE, DAS Audio, 
DMT, Eagle Truss, EAW, EM 
Acous cs, ENEWAVE, EZ Pro, Fidek, 
Fine Art, Funk on One, Goldensea, 
Gonsin, GTD, Haimei, Harman 
Interna onal, High End Plus, 
Hikvision, HTDZ, IAG, ITC, Kling & 
Frietag, Lewi , Logitech, Longjoin 
Group, Mar n Audio, Mode,  

www.avltimes.com 

PLS Guangzhou connects global visitors  
through its digital pla orm  

Free Business Matching Service from 18 Feb to 7 Mar 2022 
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Montarbo, Neutrik, Omarte, 
Pioneer, Polar Lights, QSC, RCF, SAE, 
SE Audiotechnik, Sennheiser, 
Showven, Shure, Star‐net, Taiden, 
Takstar, Tico, Tonwel Audio, TW 
Audio, VLINC, Yamaha and more. 
 
According to Ms Cheung, the 
organiser’s digital tools will bridge 
the gap to overseas buyers, who will 
have the opportunity to source from 
Professional Ligh ng, Professional 
Audio, KTV, Parts & Accessories, 
Communica on & Conferencing 
and Mul media Systems & 
Solu ons.  “The Business Matching 
Service is a bilingual, pre‐booking 
appointment services free for all 
trade buyers, which bases its 
recommenda ons on business of 
interest to provide a tailor made 
service to par cipants.” 
 
Exhibitors can take advantage of this 
online pla orm and present their 
profile and products to global 
stakeholders online. Global trade 
professionals can also use the 
service to discover the latest market 
informa on and connect with 
exhibitors that match their business 
needs. 

 
The specifics of the Business 
Matching offerings include:  
 A comprehensive pla orm to 

connect poten al business 
partners across the world    

 Source products / partners 24/7 
 Smart recommenda ons based 

on personal preferences and 
interests  

 Full profile of shortlisted 
companies for preview to ensure 
a tailored match  

 Invite and schedule mee ngs 
without quota  

 Real‐ me online chat prior, during 
and a er the physical exhibi on 

 
 
To register: 
 

 
 
 
 
or scan QR code: 

 
In addi on to business matching, 
the organisers will also provide 
overseas professionals with live 
news and happenings from the 
fairground. A professional filming 
team will supply coverage of 
product demonstra ons, fringe 
events and conduct interviews with 
industry experts and company 
representa ves. The live and 
recorded programme will be 
presented on the “PLSG Live and 
Online” pla orm to accommodate 
industry players around the globe.  
 
This will include:  
 Exhibitor interviews and product 

launches in real me for the 
latest products and solu ons  

 
 Live streamed onsite ac vi es 

including the Xtage ‐ an 
immersive stage performance 
blending digital art, pro ligh ng 
and audio installa ons 

www.avltimes.com 
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A er a two‐year hiatus due to the 
Covid‐19 pandemic, popular 
Malaysian indie band Hujan made a 
comeback with a series of virtual 
concerts en tled ‘Hujan 16 Tahun’ 
that were transmi ed live from the 
Petaling Jaya Performing Arts Centre 
to their large fanbase. The concert 
was held on four nights – 20, 21, 23 
and 24 October – with different 
genres and themes, showcasing a 
cross‐sec on of the band’s 16‐year 
career, their struggles, ups and 
downs and fantas c successes. It 
was also the very first me that 
Hujan used Sennheiser’s Digital 
6000 System, which li ed their 
stellar performance to a new level in 
audio tech. Wireless monitoring was 
done via evolu on wireless and 
2000 Series IEMs, and the backline 
included several Sennheiser and 
Neumann microphones. Neumann 
KH 310 monitors helped to finetune 
the mix for the live streams. 

In planning this 
very special 
concert series, the 
band wanted to 
ensure that their 
shows came as 
close as possible to 
a real‐world 
performance to 
reignite the Indie 
music spirit in their 
dedicated fans – 
commonly known 
as the “Raingers” – 
who had to wait such an unusually 
long me for a performance from 
their favourite band. The newly 
constructed hall of the Petaling Jaya 
Performing Arts Centre was chosen 
as the ideal loca on for “Hujan 16 
Tahun”, which incidentally 
inaugurated the centre. 
 
For vocals, Hujan relied on a four‐
channel Sennheiser Digital 6000  

system plus addi onal wired mics.  
Vocalist Noh used an SKM 6000  
with Neumann KK 205 head, lead 
guitarist AG Coco an SKM 6000 with 
Neumann KK 105 capsule and 
Azham an SKM 6000 with MM 445 
capsule. Bassist Izzat relied on a 
wired MD 435 microphone, while 
backing vocals were picked up by  
an e 935 and e 945. 
 
 

www.avltimes.com 

Digital 6000 is Hujan’s wireless system of choice 

Lead singer Noh with his Sennheiser  
SKM 6000 and Neumann KK 205 head  
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Recording engineer Bijan FX  
was thrilled about the audio 
performance of Digital 6000:  
“It was band vocalist Noh’s first 

me on the D 6000 system, and it 
felt as if it was not wireless at all! 
Its latency is so low that it seemed 
like a wired microphone. On the 
mixing side, the Neumann KH 310 
monitors helped me in making 
cri cal decisions – their precision 
was fantas c.”  
 
FoH engineer Ahmad Syafiq, who 
looked a er the sound for the 
limited number of live guests, 
added: “I liked how the sound felt 
coming out of the SKM 6000 
handheld and the KK 205 super‐
cardioid capsule; complemented 
with the Neumann V 402 pre‐
amplifier, it sounded much 
smoother for the vocalist’s rock 
nature. With the lead guitarist 
singing into a super‐cardioid KK 
105 and the bassist into a super‐
cardioid MD 445, we were able to 
bring studio sound onto the 
stage.”  
 
Ahmad Syafiq had patched the V 
402 in‐line between the EM 6000 
receiver and the sound console – 
for the benefit of the engineers  
at FoH, monitor and recording – 
and the audience. 
 
 

 
www.avltimes.com 
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Guitar and bass used wireless 
instrument systems from the 
evolu on wireless and Evolu on 
Wireless Digital series, while the 
drumkit was miked with various 
Sennheiser and Neumann models. 
Syafiq had a special solu on for the 
snare top: “The evolu on 900 series  
drum mics are my go‐to 
microphones without a doubt; they 
give me the ability to tailor the 
music. For the snare top, we took an 
unorthodox path and used the 
super‐cardioid MD 445, which 
sounded excellent as its polar 
pa ern helps to eliminate hi‐hat 
bleed. I would strongly recommend 
everyone to give this a try. Tyler Tan 
of Sennheiser told me about this 
applica on; it was a wonderful idea, 
and I’m sure that the drum world 
will benefit from it.” In addi on to 
the e 901 and e 902 for the kick 
drum, the toms and the snare 
bo om were picked up by e 904s. 
For the hi‐hat and ride, Syafiq had 
chosen the Neumann KM 184. 
Ambience was picked up by two 
MKE 600. 
 
The sell‐out crowd in the 
conven on centre was joined by 
1400 fans who watched the four‐
day concert online, making Hujan  
16 Tahun the most successful virtual 
concert in Malaysia. Band Manager 
Epain Ahmad was equally 
enthusias c: “Thank you, 
Sennheiser, for the amazing 
collabora on, especially for the on‐
site support from Zoul and Tyler. 
The equipment made us sound 
be er and made the fans feel 
be er. It was a dream come true for 
us to collaborate with Sennheiser. 
We’re looking forward to our next 
shows.” 
 
www.sennheiser.com 
 
www.neumann.com 
 
Photos © @ehhafishah 

www.avltimes.com 

Monitor engineer Zunnun Zolaznan  
 

The Neumann V 402 was looped in between the wireless system and the mixing desk  



https://www.yamaha.com/2/proaudio/
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Expo 2020, hosted by Dubai in the 
United Arab Emirates, has officially 
started con nuing a long me 
tradi on of showcasing the greatest 
innova ons and technology 
advancements that have shaped the 
world we live in today. This year, the 
182‐day event, consists of 192 
country pavilions, each one located 
in different districts. Expo 2020 is 
organized to connect people from 
different parts of the world, 
experience culture, art, technology, 
and innova on, and share ideas 
about world topics.  
 
For the Finland Pavilion, JKMM 
Architects engaged DXB Live for the 
setup and integra on of two curved 
INFiLED DB3.4mm LED displays with 
a total size of 104sqm. INFiLED and 
DXB Live worked closely together, to 
create a cu ng‐edge, seamless 
curved LED solu on that fits to 
perfec on the theme, technical  
specifica ons, and overall 
impressive design of the pavilion.  
 
“To achieve and ensure the 
requested seamless curve, our R&D 
team customized our standard DB 
cabinets to eight different curving 
angles including the hanging bars”  

said Samer Otaibi, Regional Sales 
Manager of INFiLED Middle East. 
“Crea ve installa ons are in our 
DNA, and we are delighted to see 
the result and be part of this 
impressive project among others at 
Expo 2020.”  
 
Samer Otaibi con nues, “One of the 
main challenges was that the 
screens had to be hanged from 
hanging bars and for this it was 
required a lightweight product  

without compromising on its quality 
and robustness. DB series is easy to 
install, and features exclusive black 
LEDs offer vivid colors, high contrast 
and stunning image quality. We’re 
very proud of this project, which will 
impress thousands of visitors in the 
upcoming months.” 
 
 
www.infiled.com  
 
pr@infiled.com 

www.avltimes.com 

Seamless curved INFiLED LED displays  
impress at the EXPO 2020 Finland Pavilion 

Product used 

• DB Series 
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“Beau ful Changjiang· poem and 
pain ng Three Gorges”. As the 15th 
CHINA·CHONGQING Three Gorges  
(WUSHAN) INTERATIONAL RED LEAF 
FESTIVAL is coming, Wushan 
improves to a quite beau ful 
landscape pain ng in “one clear 
river, two sides green mountains,  

Three Gorges red leaf, four rain 
cloud seasons”, and contains the 
culture temperament of “thousand 
years of ancient town, million years 
of civiliza on”. The large‐scale night 
view of Changjiang formally 
appeared which is created by 
Wushan combine with the top night 
tour team. This increases a unique 
night view for Wushan cultural tour. 
 
《The Light of Three Gorges》night 
tour contains two parts:  the groups 
of “two rivers four sides” 
architectures ligh ng show and the 
night tour of Longmen Valley. The 
crea ve ligh ng show is made by 
hundreds of Neptune Super Beam of 
Yajiang. You can see this magnificent 
view in 152 buildings, 4.6km coast 
view, Shennu temple and two sides 
two crest lines of Wushan 
Changjiang bridge. 
 
《The Light of  Three Gorges》
obviously shows “mountain‐valley‐ 

 
water‐cloud” these four factors and 
the rich in cultural background. This 
project combines the dot, the line 
and the plane with light and color, 
bright and dark, aspects, dynamic 
and sta c to show the peculiarity of 
Wushan night view, and creates the 
visual feast for impressive view. 
 
www.yajiang.cn 

www.avltimes.com 

Yajiang Laser Beam moving head embellishing  
the Great Three Gorges 

Neptune 
Super Beam 
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On 1st October, Expo 2020 Dubai 
opened grandly in Dubai. This is the 
first World Expo held in the Middle 
East. Total of 192 countries 
par cipate in the exhibi on and 
approximately 25 million visitors 
a end the exhibi on. YES TECH is 
fortunate to provide display service 
for the China Pavilion and the 
Muslim Pavilion. 
 
As the "gateway screen" of the 
China Pavilion, the screens on  
both sides make the pavilion show 
top‐level visual effect, with 
extraordinary expressiveness in 
display effects, image fusion, and 
suppor ng technologies. Every 
splendid moment of China Pavilion 
will be presented on these two 
screens, allowing the world to see 
the Chinese language in the “Belt 
and Road” journey. The total area is 
120 sqm, the contrast ra o is as high 
as 10000:1, the display image is rich 
in color, and the details are very 
delicate. 

The highest temperature in Dubai 
can exceed 50 �, the average 
sunshine me is 13 hours. As the 
star product of YES TECH, MG series 
is very adaptable to the 
environment. it adopts a thermal 
balance system to evenly disperse 
the heat of the LEDs and IC, and is 
not afraid of high temperature 
environments. In addi on, there is a 
pool in front of screens, which places 
higher requirements on the moisture
‐proof ability of the screen. YES 
TECH’s MG series has IP65 
protec on performance, ensuring 
long‐term stable and smooth 
opera on in high‐humidity and high‐
heat outdoor environments. 
 
The Muslim World League Pavilion, 
consis ng of a 360°immersive 
interac ve space scene, is HD fine 
pixel pitch LED display integra ng 
crea ve‐shaped, IMD and 
interac on in the industry. The 
highlight of the pavilion is touched 
crea ve‐shaped interac on, 156sqm  

main display around the wall and 
the customized height is perfectly 
match the pavilion structure design. 
There are 10 interac on area and 
144sqm floor screen, they both are 
from YES TECH’s Magic Stage series. 
 
MG series is our hot product and 
have obtained nearly 30 product 
patents. With core technologies and 
rich experiences in the applica on 
of interna onal events, it 
demonstrates the strength of 
China's display technology at Expo 
2020 Dubai. 
 
www.yes‐led.com 

www.avltimes.com 

YES TECH lights up China Pavilion and  
Muslim World League Pavilion of Dubai Expo 
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Nederlander Worldwide 
Entertainment (NWE) partnered 
with Shaanxi Tourism Group’s, 
Legend Performances, for the world 
premiere of the musical, The Sound 
of the Silk Road, at the Shanxi Grand 
Theatre in Xi’an, China this summer. 
Given that key members of NWE 
would be required to par cipate 
remotely, the communica ons 
solu on was of immense 
importance to producers, who 
turned to Beijing‐based, Panda 
Dream Quan Cultural Development 
Co., Ltd (磐德泉文化发展有限公司, 

PDQ), for consulta on about their 
on‐site and remote produc on 
needs. For the rehearsals and the 
world premiere, PDQ supplied a 
comprehensive Clear‐Com® system 
with a combina on of FreeSpeak II®  

Digital Wireless Intercom, HelixNet® 
Digital Network Partyline, LQ® Series 
of IP Interfaces, Agent‐IC® Mobile 
App, and the newly released Sta on‐
IC™ Virtual Desktop Client. 
 
“The producers paid a lot of 
a en on to the communica on 
solu on for this show,” explained 
PDQ’s Project Leader, Ye Lynn. “They 
requested a reliable wireless system 
for onsite use that also sa sfied their 
need for mul ple channels and point
‐to‐point communica on.”  
 
A combina on of HelixNet and 
FreeSpeak II were deployed in the 
Ankang Theatre for rehearsals, and 
then in the Shanxi Grand Theatre for 
the premiere, with FreeSpeak II 
transceivers strategically placed for  

op mal coverage throughout the 
spaces. The system was used in 
conjunc on with HXII‐BP HelixNet 2‐
channel full‐duplex digital beltpacks, 
HKB‐2X HelixNet 4‐channel speaker 
sta ons and HRM‐4X HelixNet 4‐
channel remote sta ons. 
 
“Exis ng COVID restric ons 
complicated our communica ons 
needs for the ming of the 
premiere,” Ye Lynn con nued. 
“Team members from Nederlander 
Worldwide Entertainment, design 
team members in Germany, as well 
as performers and various other 
contributors based all around the 
world could not travel to China to 
par cipate in rehearsals, so their 
contribu ons had to be made 
remotely." 

www.avltimes.com 

Clear‐Com IP solu ons pave the way for  
world premiere of Sound of the Silk Road in Xi’an 
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To address the produc on’s 
remote needs, LQ was 
integrated into the onsite 
FreeSpeak II and HelixNet 
configura on. Remote users 
with the Agent‐IC mobile app 
onto their smart devices or the 
Sta on‐IC client on their 
Windows or MacOS desktop 
could connect to LQ over IP to 
access the onsite comms 
network in the theatre from 
their loca ons in New York, 
Germany and more.  

“The combina on of LQ with Agent‐
IC and Sta on‐IC successfully solved 
the remote problem by allowing  
interna onal contributors to 
communicate as if they were all in 
the same room,” said Ye Lynn. 
“Clear‐Com’s new Sta on‐IC is an 
excep onal product—the desktop 
app provided a flawless solu on, 
and we will definitely be purchasing 
more licenses in the near future!” 
 
 
www.clearcom.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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Visitors to 1Rebel might easily think 
they’ve entered an upscale club 
were it not for the rows of 
treadmills, bikes and other exercise 
equipment that reveal its iden ty as 
a fitness center.  This is precisely the 
sort of image, management of the 
renowned London‐based gym hoped 
to create when they opened their 
two Saudi Arabian loca ons.  
 
Their vision for their Middle East 
expansion was based on the success 
they had in revolu onizing the UK 
fitness industry with gyms that 
offered guests a total  experience 
that went far beyond toning their 
bodies to immersing their senses in 
a compelling club‐like experience.  
 
AV designer Toby Jones was 
responsible for conjuring up this 
magical mix in London. So, it was 
only natural that 1Rebel turned to  

him when opening its two Riyadh 
loca ons. Jones worked with ligh ng 
designer Durham Marenghi, who he 
had also collaborated with in the UK. 
Together they  endowed the new 
Saudi centers with the engaging look 
and feel that have become a 
signature of 1Rebel.  

Helping them accomplish this was a 
collec on of CHAUVET Professional 
fixtures. The team posi oned 
Ova on, COLORado and ÉPIX strip 
fixtures within the four main 
concept spaces that define the 
1Rebel experience: Reshape, Ride, 
Rumble, and Reflex.  

www.avltimes.com 

1Rebel Saudi Arabia‘s club vibe created  
with CHAUVET Professional 

COLORado 1 Solo 
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“Our ligh ng brief from Marenghi 
was simple: stay consistent with the 
London venues and take it to the 
next level,” commented Jones. To 
execute this vision, ligh ng and 
video were employed within each of  
the gym’s studio/spaces to support 
the 1Rebel theme with energe c 
visuals. 
 
In the Ride studio, for example, a 
total of 41 COLORado 1 Solo wash 
lights were posi oned from the  
ceiling to illuminate the exercise 
bikes from above. Thanks to the 
generous zoom of the fixtures 
coupled with vivid color rendering, a 
number of dynamic effects could be 
achieved within the space to 
heighten energy levels.  
 
In the Rumble studio, 76 ÉPIX strip 
IP pixel bars were a ached to the 
steel boxing structure, all pixel 
mapped using MADRIX so ware. 
The long and thin ba en shapes of  

the ÉPIX fixtures 
func oned as 
ideal building 
blocks for the 
structure, 
providing the 
basis for pulsa ng illumina on of the 
ring with bursts of kick out colour 
combina ons.  
 
“The setup in Rumble sounds simple, 
but the results were incredible,” said 
Jones. “The  whole structure flows 
with moving light, bringing a 
genuinely unique experience to a 
boxing studio.”  
 
In the Reflex (personal training) 
space, 10 COLORdash Par Quad 18s 
were hung evenly spaced on the 
ceiling. From this posi on, the RGBA 
fixtures, which are controlled 
through a ShowCAD touchscreen, 
easily change the mood in the room 
by washing it in an array of different 
colors. The presence of amber in the  

LED engine ensures that these 
colors are deeply saturated with no 
distrac ng color shadows.  
 
Speaking of the Riyadh fitness 
centers, which were installed during 
the COVID lockdown, Jones noted, 
“Although we worked under a 
unique set of constraints, we were 
able to deliver something previously 
unseen in the regional industry.”  
 
Like its sister sites in the UK, the 
Saudi 1Rebel bills itself as the “King 
of Gyms.” Thanks to the AV work of 
Jones and ligh ng design of 
Marenghi this king’s crown gli ers 
brilliantly. 
 
www.chauvetprofessional.com 

www.avltimes.com 
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Installed audio specialist Cornered 
Audio announces the appointment 
of AV Distribu on Asia as partner for 
the APAC region. Headed up by 
Thomas Marcher, AV Distribu on 
will take charge of driving sales 
through the exis ng Cornered 
distributors and also further  
expand sales in the region.  
 
“With more than 20 years in Asia, 
Thomas Marcher brings to us solid 
experience with sales at a strategic 
level in the en re region, for some 
of the world’s leading brands. His 
network, commercial skills and 
knowledge of installed audio both  
in consumer and commercial 
applica ons will be a real benefit to  

our organiza on and we look very 
much forward to welcoming Thomas 
to the team”, says Hans V. Madsen, 
CEO at Cornered Audio.  
 
“Over the past years, I’ve been 
following Cornered and witnessed 
the company grow globally, and I 
feel there is great poten al for 
Danish design and the aesthe c 
approach to installed audio in Asia, 
while s ll maintaining great sound”. 
“Cornered is a great fit to the AV 
Distribu on brand por olio, and I 
look forward to expanding the 
Cornered business in Asia further” 
says Thomas Marcher, Managing 
Director at AV Distribu on Asia. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
avdist.asia 
cornered.dk 

www.avltimes.com 

Cornered Audio appoints AV Distribu on Asia 

Thomas Marcher 
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Some of Broken Hill's key loca ons 
have been lit up as part of 
Australia's Heritage Perfectly 
Highlighted project. The project 
involves permanent coloured 
ligh ng and projec on installa ons 
at the Town Hall Facade, Civic 
Centre, Broken Hill Regional Art 
Gallery, Town Square and Sturt Park.  
 
Broken Hill Mayor Darriea Turley 
said the installa ons would add a 
new level of vibrancy across the  
city once completed advising  

“this ligh ng will ensure these key 
areas and buildings around our city 
are an a rac on even at night.”  
 
“We can also use it to complement 
events and ini a ves ‐ I can imagine 
all our prominent spaces being lit up 
green for St Patrick's weekend, or in 
Christmas colours for the fes ve 
season. “It will add a whole new 
element to the city a er dark.”  
 
A er winning the tender, Mark 
Hammer and Ma hew Tunchon of 
Silver Bullet Projects provided a 
turnkey solu on to the Broken Hill 
City Council and Mayor Turley said 
the Silver Bullet Projects team 
tasked with the installa on “had 
done a great job under difficult 
circumstances” referring to COVID‐
19 stoppages.  
 
Among several units by different 
manufacturers there were 11 x 
Prolights Mosaico XL. Some are used 
for front ligh ng with their shu ers  

keeping the beams under control 
and some project gobo pa erns 
onto walls.  
 
“The Prolights Mosaico XL comes 
with some great features,” added 
Mark. “I was fortunate to visit the 
Prolights factory and this was where 
I first came across them. I thought 
they were amazing. It's closer to a 
theatre fixture rather than an 
outdoor fixture that just throws a 
pa ern on the wall.”  
 
A total of 41 Prolights ArcPOD8 FC 
feature in the project with eight at 
the Broken Hill Regional Art Gallery, 
five on the Town Hall façade and 28 
x deployed in the Town Square 
where they are posi oned in groups 
of two or four on poles from where 
they can create pools of light on the 
ground. 
 
prolights.it 
 
showtech.com.au 
Article courtesy of Show Technology 
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PROLIGHTS Mosaico XL punches through the darkness 

ArcPod 8FC 
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Part of the Aochi Produc on 
Resource Pla orm, MOTO GROUP is 
one of China’s largest commercial 
adver sing resource pla orms. It 
has offices and service teams in 
Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hong 
Kong and Vancouver, as well as 
three large‐scale produc on studios 
and a Fortune 500 clientelle and has 
recently announced its first MOTO 
STAGE XR in Shanghai. Brompton 
Technology is one of the partners 
that has invested its technology and 
technical exper se into developing 
this new cu ng‐edge facility. 
 
“The opening ceremony offered us a 
perfect pla orm to re‐connect with 
our clients and offer them the 
opportunity to experience the  

power and mul tude of crea ve 
possibili es of XR technology,”  
says MOTO Founder, Phil Cui.  
“We also had the Brompton 
Technology team and other key 
partners par cipa ng in an open 
discussion about the future of XR 
and the effect of this reality‐blending 
technology on the crea ve industry.” 
Exploring the full spectrum of 
crea ve possibili es of extended 
reality, immersive scenes could be 
created within the dynamic 
environment, with different camera 
depths of field shaping vast starry 
skies, the mysterious deep sea, and 
an ambiguous world. “The 
experimental performance brought 
by XR visual effects technology 
subverts cogni on and interacts  

with the world across different  
dimensions, which is incredible!” 
adds Cui. 
 
MOTO STAGE XR comprises a large 
14m x 4.4m LED volume made up of 
INFiLED DB2.6 S8 panels and driven 
by Brompton Tessera SX40 4K LED 
processors. A trackable camera for 
real‐ me rendering is used to 
achieve extremely realis c scenes in 
the studio, as well as dynamic 
capture and content interac on, 
which all make one of the most 
cu ng‐edge film‐level virtual 
produc on technologies to be found 
in the field of XR produc on. 
logy on the crea ve industry.” 
 
bromptontech.com 
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MOTO STAGE XR opening ceremony in Shanghai 
in partnership with Brompton Technology 

Left to right: Ka-Ming Li (Brompton 
Product Application Engineer), Phil Cui  

(MOTO Founder), Summer Zhang 
(Account Manager at Brompton),  

Kenny Mai (Brompton Senior Field  
Applications Engineer) 
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Based in Shinjuku, Japan, Paddy 
Field is a rental company which 
supplies audio, video and recording 
solu ons to a wide range of small‐to
‐medium sized performing arts 
produc ons. When company 
founder Ryodai Tanaka was looking 
for a compact front of house system 
that would deliver excep onal 
quality sound, he discovered the 
many benefits of Alcons Audio’s 
industry‐leading pro‐ribbon 
technology.  
 
Ryodai founded Paddy Field in 2019, 
a er ten years as a freelance sound 
engineer. He was introduced to 
Alcons Audio pro‐ribbon systems in 
July 2020, at a demonstra on event 
held by Alcons’ Japanese distributor 
E’Spec Inc. Ryodai was immediately 
impressed. “The sound quality was 
excellent and, even at high volume, 
the high frequencies made the 
listening experience much more 
comfortable. At the same me, the 
bass sounded very ght,” he says. 
Ryodai was looking to invest in a 
compact line array FoH system for 
Paddy Field demonstra ons and 
rentals. He tried systems from 
different manufacturers, but  

couldn't find anything he was happy 
with. E’Spec then arranged the loan 
of an Alcons LR7 micro line array 
system, which Ryodai deployed in a 
400‐capacity hall. “Before I heard 
Alcons, I didn't know about pro‐
ribbon drivers. When I inves gated 
the mechanism I was worried if it 
could withstand loud volume levels 
but, when I tried the LR7, any 
anxiety was completely dispelled,” 
he says.  
 
“More than that, the bass power and 
treble extension were very good and 
I was amazed at the undistorted 
uniformity of the high register. I was 
also impressed how well it handled 
EQ, responding immediately to small 
adjustments. With the LR7, I 
experienced sound I was completely 
sa sfied with.”  
 
Ryodai invested in a system 
comprising eight 6,5” LR7/90, four 
6,5” LR7/120 wide dispersion units, 
four single 12” LR7B bass extensions 
and a 4x2500w Sen nel10 amplified 
loudspeaker controller. “You can’t 
imagine the amount of volume that 
such a physically small system 
produces. The output is definitely  

larger than the size!” he says. “The 
sound quality is excellent, the high 
frequencies lacking treble range 
without distor on is par cularly 
impressive. For me, it is a perfect 
system for rental companies like 
mine, who have clients with limited 
installa on space, for example in 
theaters and smaller live venues.” 
 
paddyfield.themedia.jp 
e‐spec.co.jp 
alconsaudio.com 
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Alcons LR7 provides a sonic landscape for Paddy Field 

Ryodai Tanaka and partner 
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As the largest and most versa le 
sports venue in the Shaanxi Province 
of Northwest China, the Xi’an 
Olympic Centre Stadium boasts 
three main zones: the stadium, with 
60,000 seats; the gymnasium with 
18,000, and the natatorium with 
4,000. A venue of this size required 
a colossal audio system that could 
meet the ambi ous needs of the 
stadium throughout the upcoming 
Na onal Games and beyond. The 
responsibility of designing a high‐
quality audio system spanning 
across these three zones was given 
to Powerso ’s Chinese distributor 
EZPro. “The brief we were given was 
to create a world‐class audio 
system, that was advanced, stable, 
cost‐effec ve, and flexible,” 
commented Yongjun Jiang, EZPro’s 
technical manager of the project. 
 
EZPro chose to rely on a total of 236 
of Eastern Acous c Works’ (EAW) 
loudspeakers, nine Allen & Heath 
digital mixers, four Symetrix digital 
processors, powered by 43 
Powerso  Qua rocanali 4804 
DSP+D amplifiers and controlled  
by ArmoníaPlus. 
 
A er inves ga ng each venue’s  
size and acous c condi ons, and 
recognising speech comprehension  
 

as the most vital aspect of the audio 
setup, EZPro decided that the three 
venues of the sports centre were to 
be given different system layouts.  
 
“The stadium and natatorium adopt 
a distributed layout to ensure 
coverage to all the seats, while we 
opted for a more centralised layout 
for the gymnasium, as it’s a smaller 
venue. Each EAW loudspeaker is 
given its own independent channel, 
allowing to simplify control of audio 
coverage and reduce interference.” 
EZPro chose to use 136 EAW 
loudspeakers for the stadium. 
 
“The catwalk in the stadium has a 
weight limit for loudspeaker 
installa ons, so we had to take that 
into account when crea ng the 
system,” said Yongjun. “We also 
needed to consider the durability of 
any products we put out there, and 
in par cular ensure that the 
loudspeakers were weatherproof, 
lightweight, precise, and with a high 
output.”  

Driving these speakers are 34 of 
Powerso ’s Dante‐enabled 
Qua rocanali 4804 DSP+D 
amplifiers. 
 
For the diamond‐shaped 
gymnasium, sound reverbera on 
presented another challenge, along 
with the need for the space to 
transform into a basketball court or 
an ice hockey rink when needed. For 
this area, EZPro opted for a total of 
70 x EAW loudspeakers, a 
combina on of RSX212Ls, RSX18Fs, 
RSX129s, and VFM129is. 
Accompanying the loudspeakers are 
three Allen & Heath digital mixers 
and two Symetrix digital processors. 
 
Finally, the natatorium features 30 
EAW loudspeakers powered by 
eight Powerso  Qua rocanali 4804s 
DSP+D, along with two Allen & 
Heath digital mixers and two 
Symetrix processors. 
 
 
powerso .com 
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$4 million audio upgrade for the  
Xi’an Olympic Centre Stadium 
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MBC GROUP recently upgraded its 
audio infrastructure with AES67/
RAVENNA‐compliant Lawo IP 
equipment for its two control rooms 
and studios located in Dubai Studio 
City. 
 
Beside raising the level of audio 
quality and processing power, one 
important considera on for the 
decision to base the new installa on 
on IP‐na ve Lawo solu ons was 
flexibility: either control room 
needed to be able to serve either 
studio floor in a variety of I/O 
combina ons. Based on a rights‐
management scheme, this approach 
has so far exceeded MBC’s ini al 
expecta ons.  
 
It involves two 48‐fader Lawo mc²56 
Produc on Consoles and shared I/O 
for the IP networked system, set up 
as a mix of A__stage64 and modular 
DALLIS Stagebox devices. 
Embedding and de‐embedding of 
audio in/from video feeds is realized 
with Lawo’s V__pro8 8‐channel 
video/audio toolbox. 
 
While most audio streams are 
exchanged via AES67/RAVENNA (IP), 
other signals are received via MADI.  

For reasons of 
con nuity 
regarding 
previously 
installed audio 
gear, a Nova73 
HD router 
provides a 4‐
port DANTE 
card, thus 
allowing the 
audio engineers 
at Studio City to 
leverage a 
variety of 
formats in any 
authorized combina on.  
 
The user rights management system 
built into the Lawo consoles installed 
at MBC’s Studio City setup indeed 
allows to protect audio sources 
“booked” by one mc²56 in order to 
avoid unexpected se ng changes 
from the console in the other audio 
control room. 
 
The new system is perfectly capable 
of handling open‐standards AoIP 
streams, MADI signals and even 
DANTE sources — in any 
combina on and at a high channel 
count. 
 
 

 
 
Its na ve IP support offers a second 
important advantage: it allowed 
Lawo to provide remote hands‐on 
training from Europe via WAN‐
based remote fader and screen 
control that complemented a live 
video link for swi  and effec ve 
knowledge transfer when the 
worldwide pandemic did not allow 
any travels. 
 
 
 
 
lawo.com 

www.avltimes.com 

MBC GROUP embraces Lawo’s IP competence and  
unrivalled sound quality for Studio City in Dubai 
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Expo 2020 Dubai, the first World 
Expo to be held in the Middle East, 
Africa and South Asia (MEASA) 
region, is off to a great start. The 
event has registered more than 
three million visits with a endees 
from 185 na onali es – a figure that 
almost equals the 192 countries 
with a dedicated pavilion at the 
event. As official projec on and 
display partner for the Expo 2020 
Dubai, Chris e® technology is used 
to display content and provide 
experiences across the whole event 
site. Crea ve Technology Middle 
East was the AV integrator. 
 
The 90‐minute immersive 
spectacular showcased Al Wasl 
Plaza’s incredible dome – the 
world’s largest 360‐degree 
projec on surface – which features  

252 Chris e D4K40‐RGB RGB pure 
laser projectors. Working in close 
collabora on throughout the en re 
design, supply and installa on 
process with its local integrator 
Crea ve Technology Middle East, the 
projectors are located in pods 
around the inside perimeter of the 
dome, the projectors displayed 
scenes on the 130‐meter‐wide 
projec on surface, which could be 
seen from both inside and outside 
the dome. The projectors use a 
reduced power output for energy‐
efficient opera on and deliver rich 
and crisp visuals that raise the bar in 
terms of image quality.  
 
The installa on and solu on mix was 
carried out by Crea ve Technology 
Middle East as the AV integrator 
selected in the bidding process. 

 
 
Chris e Professional Services is on 
hand to provide technical support 
and service response through 
Chris e’s own Network Opera ons 
Center, ensuring Expo’s display 
solu ons, including the Expo 
Opera ons Centre con nue to work 
flawlessly through the dura on of 
mega‐event and beyond. 
 
chris edigital.com 

www.avltimes.com 

Chris e RGB pure laser projectors deliver cap va ng  
visuals for Expo 2020 Dubai in landmark opening month 
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Jolin Tsai reigns as the Queen of  
C‐Pop, exploring diverse musical and 
visual styles while always leading 
the charts and the hearts of her fans 
since winning the 1998 MTV singing 
contest. Her latest album, Ugly 
Beauty, released in 2018, and the 
album’s sustained popularity led to 
the fi h concert tour of the ar ste’s 
career, staged over 16 months and 
two arenas in the Taiwanese ci es 
of Kaohsiung and Taipei.  

The singer treated her fans to a 
mega‐concert produc on that 
included crea ve collabora ons 
between set designers, dance 
choreographers, costume designers, 
and visual animators, with Tsai 
herself leading the produc on as art 
director.  
 
Knowing that clear and powerful 
sound was needed to live up to the 
tour’s demanding standards, the  

tour produc on turned to Taiwan‐
based Winly Sound. With over 15 
years of delivering L‐Acous cs 
systems for the region’s most 
adulated pop stars on the biggest 
live concert stages, Winly Sound 
was swi ly involved in planning a 
sound system powerful enough to 
fill the 11,000‐capacity Taipei Arena 
and flexible enough to match the 
breadth of Tsai’s diverse range of 
music. 

www.avltimes.com 

Winly Sound powers Jolin Tsai’s Ugly Beauty Tour  
with L‐Acous cs K1 and K2 line arrays 

Eight K2 per side  
flown as delays 
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Mike Li, Systems Engineer at  
Winly Sound, was supported by  
L‐Acous cs Director of Applica on 
Alvin Koh and Applica on Engineer 
Chung Wah Khiew in mapping 
coverage for the two arenas using 
Soundvision system design so ware. 
“Soundvision helped us greatly.  
It is an indispensable tool for this 
concert, or any event for that 
ma er, as we could design the most 
accurate angle for every speaker 
according to the venue,” explains Li. 
“This improves our efficiency, and 
the coverage analysis reassures me, 
even before se ng foot inside the 
venue, that we’ll get op mised 
sound distribu on throughout the 
arena.”  
 
The robust rig that Winly designed 
for the arena consisted of a primary 
line array system featuring 12 K1  

with four K2 per side, accompanied 
by eight K1‐SB subs flown behind 
each array. Floor stacks of 16 KS28 
subwoofers delivered more low‐end 
rumble for the arena audience.  
Front‐fill consisted of eight Kara 
enclosures spread across the stage, 
while side‐fill was accomplished with 
10 K2 per side. A further eight K2 per 
side were flown as delays. 
 
“My team and I know and trust the 
long throw capabili es of K1,” Li 
con nues. “It is clear and powerful, 
making it an ideal choice for outdoor 
fes vals or an arena concert like 
this.”  
 
A catwalk runway extended far into 
the audience, allowing Jolin Tsai to 
create a more in mate atmosphere 
for fans while crea ng a challenge 
for front‐of‐house sound engineer  

Tai Shan Chen, increasing the 
poten al for feedback. “We 
overcame this by using K2 and its 
Panflex horizontal direc vity to 
narrow coverage and avoid any 
interference,” he explains.  
 
Chen appreciated the L‐Acous cs K 
series, which allowed him to deliver 
the full range of Tsai’s diverse music 
styles to fans. “I’m sa sfied with  
the complete L‐Acous cs system 
design for this tour,” he says.  
“Our performance was a dynamic 
mixture of pre‐programmed 
electronic dance music and live 
instrumenta on, and the  
L‐Acous cs system handled the 
dynamic content very well.” 
 
 
 
l‐acous cs.com 

www.avltimes.com 

 
Floor stacks of 16 KS28 

subwoofers delivered 
more low-end power, front 
fill consisted of eight Kara 
enclosures, and side fill  

of 10 K2 per side 
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Ideal Systems announces today that it has designed, built and 
delivered next‐genera on NDI® based TV studios with 4K live 
produc on and streaming capabili es for iFAST Corpora on 
Ltd. (“iFAST Corp”), a leading Singapore public listed wealth 
management fintech company. The extensive studio contains 
mul ple sets including a large chroma key green screen set 
for virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) 
produc ons and a news set containing a 5‐meter‐wide 
produc on grade LED video‐wall from Unilumin.  All the 
studio cameras are NDI® 4K, and all the networking and 
produc on systems are based on the latest NDI® 5 
technology from BirdDog and NewTek. “For the iFAST TV 

studio we based the whole video produc on architecture on next genera on NDI® infrastructure and is likely a 
world first insofar as there is zero legacy SDI equipment or cabling used in the en re facility. This is truly a next 
genera on TV produc on system suppor ng end‐to‐end 4K over IP from camera, through produc on and live 
streamed securely up to 4K to the viewer. By u lizing NDI® and Live Call Connect with the NewTek™ TriCaster® 2 
Elite we have drama cally reduced the complexity of the solu on architecture for technically complex produc ons 
such as featuring mul ple video calls from pla orms like Zoom® and Microso ® Teams in live interviews on the 
Video Wall or in Virtual Space in the Chroma set, while making the backend produc on systems easier to and more 
efficient to operate by the iFAST TV produc on team” said Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal Systems Singapore. 
idealsys.com 

The first Montreux Jazz Fes val China was 
successfully held from October 5 to 8 at the 
Sofitel Westlake Hotel, in Hangzhou, China, 
with the main stage outdoors on the terrace 
and a special immersive experience installed 
in the lobby bar. The outdoor stage was 
equipped with main L/R arrays of five each 
LINA® line array loudspeakers with low 
frequency support from a quartet of 900‐
LFC™ low‐frequency control elements. LINA 
loudspeakers also provided front fill (2) and 
stage le  fill (4), with a single UPQ‐D1™ as 
stage right fill. ULTRA‐X40™ loudspeakers 
were deployed for side fill (1) and VIP lounge 
fill (5), the la er group paired with five 750‐LFC™ low‐frequency control elements. A dozen MJF‐210™ stage 
monitors were available as needed for ar st foldback. The system was provided by Hangzhou Yaoyue Culture 
Crea ve Ltd., with the coopera on and assistance of Shanghai Broad Future Electro Technology, Meyer Sound’s 
distributor for China, and Meyer Sound Technical Sales Support Specialist Theodore Huang. Inside the hotel, the 
ImmersiveSpace featured recorded performances of ar sts from three countries. Playback here was heard through 
a system of nine ULTRA X20™ compact loudspeakers with deep bass from a USW‐112P™ subwoofer.  
meyersound.com 

Ideal Systems deliver next‐gen 4K TV studio  
for iFAST in Singapore 

Meyer Sound transplants a long sonic tradi on  
to Montreux Jazz Fes val China 

Fintan Mc Kiernan, CEO of Ideal Systems Singapore and  
Lim Chung Chun, Chairman and CEO of iFAST Corp. 
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With fellow General Device Type 
Format (GDTF) founders MA Ligh ng 
and Robe Ligh ng, global design and 
BIM so ware provider Vectorworks, 
Inc. reveals several valuable updates 
to GDTF ‐ the standard for 
describing the hierarchical and 
logical structure and controls of any 
type of controllable device in the 
ligh ng and entertainment industry. 
The GDTF file format has con nued 
to evolve with input and 
involvement from manufacturers 
across the globe and cri cal 
feedback from its many adopters, 
resul ng in a newly published 
update to DIN SPEC 15800:2021.  
 
“Receiving recogni on in the form 
of a published update to DIN SPEC 
15800:2021 is a testament to the 
con nued evolu on and success of 
GDTF,” said Vectorworks CEO Dr. 
Biplab Sarkar. “The necessary work 
will con nue to take place to ensure 
GDTF’s bright future so that its 
benefits can not only advance the 
work of the designers u lizing it, but 
the entertainment industry as a 
whole.” 
 
“The update to DIN SPEC 
15800:2021 is a good example of 
how DIN SPECs can evolve and stay 
current with specifica ons that 
meet the needs of the market,” said 
Michael Bahr, project manager at 
DIN. “GDTF and DIN SPEC 
15800:2021 are clearly succeeding 
in serving the needs of the 
entertainment industry. I'm happy 
that we could support this project 
and update this standard with the 
GDTF group. The updated DIN SPEC 
15800:2021 will make the GDTF 
format easier to use and more 
scalable for the future. That's what 
DIN SPEC is made for: ‘Today’s idea. 
Tomorrow’s standard.’” 

DIN officially published GDTF as a 
public available specifica on for the 
entertainment industry worldwide in 
June 2020. Since then, the original 
creators of the file format have been 
joined by manufacturers and users 
across the industry to ensure it 
remains the standard to truly benefit 
the end users. Open communica on, 
addressing feedback and con nuous 
improvement efforts have led to the 
latest version of the file format, 
GDTF 1.2. GDTF 1.2 includes several 
major changes that address prior 
cri cisms of the standard and key 
enhancements. 
 
SVG and .gITF Support  
GDTF 1.2 includes SVG support for 
defining 2D representa on and  
.gITF support for defining 3D 
representa on, allowing for be er 
graphical rendering for GDTF 
objects. The addi onal support of 
these object types makes GDTF truly 
universal, not only targe ng fixtures, 
but all kinds of objects that are used 
inside of an event.  
 
Non‐Linear Behavior and 
SubPhysicalA ributes  
The updated GDTF file format will 
provide support for non‐linear 
behavior of channel func ons inside  

GDTF with DMX Profiles and be er 
descrip ons of the physical behavior 
of channel func ons with 
SubPhysicalA ributes. The non‐
linear behavior and 
SubPhysicalA ributes allow 
designers more precise rendering of 
F\fixture behaviors in rendering. In 
addi on, channel func ons that 
ramp, pulse or strobe can now be 
described more accurately.  
 
Non‐DMX Based Control Protocols  
GDTF 1.2 delivers support for non‐
DMX based control protocols like 
OSC. This support for OSC 
demonstrates the file format’s 
ability to not only support DMX, but 
also other formats, providing design 
and produc on professionals with 
more flexibility and control.  
 
GDTF 1.2 also provides support for 
more object types like trusses, 
lasers, hoists and power distributors 
with new geometry types. 
 
 
 
 
gd ‐share.com 
robe.cz 
maligh ng.com 
vectorworks.net 
 www.avltimes.com 

Vectorworks, Inc., MA Ligh ng and Robe Ligh ng  
announce important updates to DIN SPEC 15800:2021 
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To provide 
pris ne sound 
and flexibility  
for the Rose  
Hall event  
venue at the 
headquarters  
of RS Public 
Company 
Limited Mahajak 
Development 
Co. Ltd. deployed a cu ng‐edge HARMAN Professional audio solu on. One of Thailand’s top media businesses, RS 
Public Company Limited has had a significant influence on Thai entertainment culture since 1982. To provide clear, 
full‐range sound with wide coverage for the stage area, Mahajak installed JBL SRX815P loudspeakers and 
SRX818SP subwoofers. For onstage monitors and delay speakers, they deployed JBL SRX812P loudspeakers. To 
provide seamless control over the loudspeakers, Mahajak installed a dbx DriveRack VENU360 complete 
loudspeaker management system. Finally, the Soundcra  Si Impact 40‐input Digital Mixing Console offers pinpoint 
control and remote mixing via the Soundcra  ViSi Remote iPad App for quick and simple audio programming. 
Outside of the hall, in the venue’s pre‐func on room, Mahajak installed JBL Control 14C/T ceiling speakers 
powered by a JBL Commerical CSMA 2120 mixer‐amplifier for premium background audio. pro.harman.com 

Due for a complete audio overhaul, the Erindale Theatre 
recently collaborated with CMI to ou it its facility with JBL 
Professional BRX300 line array systems for pris ne sound, 
broad coverage and easy setup and reconfigura on. With 
443 seats, the Erindale Theatre is the largest theater space 
south of the Canberra central business district featuring a 
full fly rigging system for set changes, an acous cally 
op mized orchestra pit and advanced AV and ligh ng 
equipment. According to CMI staff, the variety of 
performances and events held at the theater dictated that 
the new audio system needed to be compact, easily 
manageable and provide the highest‐quality sound. They 
reported that the JBL BRX300 modular line array system 
met all of the requirements, deploying in minutes and 
providing op mal sound throughout the venue. The JBL 
BRX300 system consists of four BRX308‐LA line array 
elements and one BRX325SP powered subwoofer. 
pro.harman.com 

Mahajak Development equips Rose Hall  
event venue with HARMAN audio solu ons 

CMI ou its one of Canberra’s largest theatrical venues 
with JBL Professional BRX300 line array systems 
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Do ed throughout Vietnam, the 
government has built private 
theatres to host regional and 
na onal cultural performances for 
the country’s military. These 700‐
seat venues serve government 
officials and military leaders with 
regular programmes of choir 
performances that convey messages 
of patrio sm and na onal pride by 
promo ng the unique history and 
culture of the Vietnamese republic. 
One such theatre in the vibrant 
capital of Hanoi recently received 
an upgrade to its sound system, 
installing the new K3 line source 
array, integrated by local L‐Acous cs 
Cer fied Provider Distributor, 
ProAVL Vietnam. 
 
ProAVL Managing Director Thang Le 
has been an L‐Acous cs user for 
over a decade, turning to the 
manufacturer’s sound systems for 
their quality and flexibility for 
projects that spanned installa ons 
in civic venues and high‐end 
residen al markets, as well as for 
live events.  

“L‐Acous cs has a long‐standing 
history of innova on. Since our 
company was involved in a wide 
range of produc ons in highly visible 
public places, I needed to leave a 
strong impression on customers by 
introducing high quality, innova vely 
designed products from L‐Acous cs 
to the local market,” reveals Le. 

 

Early on, Le nurtured strong 
partnerships with the military, and 
ProAVL Vietnam has consistently 
provided the best solu ons in sound 
for a range of military theatres and 
produc ons over the years. “When 
the director of the Hanoi military 
theatre expressed his wish to 
enhance and replace the sound  

www.avltimes.com 

ProAVL Vietnam installs a full‐range, compact K3 system 
for Vietnam’s military and government officials 
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system previously installed, which 
had begun to degrade in quality, I 
introduced to him my proudest 
op on, the L‐Acous cs K3 system,” 
Le says. 
 
“When introducing L‐Acous cs, we 
take pride that any loudspeaker,  
big or small, carries the unique  
L‐Acous cs sonic signature. The K3 
is L‐Acous cs’ newest product of 
line array systems. It perfectly met 
the criteria set out by the theatre, 
due to its compact size, and full‐
range sound, without compromising 
sound quality. On top of that, the K3 
is also suitable for mobile 
performances, making it available 
for shows taking place in other 
recrea onal venues serving the 
military.” 
 
The government projects for the 
military consistently required 
appropriate logis cal protocols by 
the team at ProAVL Vietnam. “It is 
not always easy to carry out 
government projects such as 
working on the military theatre. The 
Ministry of Na onal Defense 
requires us to be a cer fied 
distributor of any par cular 
product, and possess at least five 
years of experience in providing 
performance audio equipment,” 
reveals Le.  
 
Using L‐Acous cs Soundvision 3D 
modelling so ware to carefully 
calculate op mal sound coverage in 
the theatre, ProAVL Vietnam 
installed a system consis ng of six  
L‐Acous cs K3 per side, along with 
four KS28 subwoofers providing 
defini on to the low frequencies. 
The full rig is powered by four 
LA12X amplified controllers.  
 
 
 
 
proavl‐vn.com 
l‐acous cs.com 
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Chris e® is pleased to announce that the Na onal 
Ins tute for Land and Infrastructure Management 
(NILIM), a research ins tute affiliated to Japan’s 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism (MLIT), has adopted the Chris e 
HoloStage™ visualiza on solu on. Installed at 
NILIM’s Asahi office in Tsukuba, Ibaraki Prefecture, 
this mul faceted stereoscopic 4K virtual reality (VR) 
system supports the visualiza on of Construc on 
Informa on Modeling Management (CIM) models 
for MLIT’s Digital Transforma on ini a ve in the 
infrastructure field. The Chris e HoloStage solu on 
was supplied by Ushio Ligh ng Inc. while the en re 
simula on system was constructed by Japanese 3D 
and VR specialist FORUM8, which served as the prime contractor for this project. The HoloStage solu on’s visual 
component comprises four Chris e Mirage 304K projectors displaying visuals on four surfaces (front, floor, right 
side and le  side) each measuring 4.4 meters wide and 2.3 meters in height for a driving simulator. Stereoscopic 
images are delivered by FORUM8’s 3D real‐ me simula on so ware “UC‐win/Road” in 4K UHD resolu on, which 
provides deep immersion with a wide viewing angle. Users can fully immerse themselves in this VR space by 
wearing 3D glasses equipped with a mo on tracking system. chris edigital.com 

More than two dozen Chris e® 
1DLP® laser projectors are 
ligh ng up an ancient fortress in 
northwestern India showcasing 
Sikh architecture with 
spectacular projec ons to 
recreate its historical splendor 
and glory. At night, the natural 
beauty of this iconic monument 
is brilliantly brought to life using 
Chris e HS Series 1DLP laser 

projectors installed and commissioned by Pyramid Technologies, which was previously responsible for several 
high‐profile, large‐scale projects across India, including the Statue of Unity – the tallest statue in the world. 
Architectural ligh ng design firm Lucent Worldwide served as the consultant of this major facade illumina on 
project. “We’re very proud to be part of this unique and the first‐of‐its‐kind architectural illumina on project in 
India, where conven onal ligh ng is replaced with 3D projec on mapping to restore the grandeur of this 
magnificent fortress,” said Aar  Parwaney, director, Pyramid Technologies. A total of 27 Chris e HS Series laser 
projectors with brightness levels of up to 20,000 lumens have been deployed for this huge endeavor, which is also 
the second‐largest 3D projec on mapping permanent installa on in India a er the Statue of Unity. The projectors 
are fi ed in Rover weatherproof IP55 enclosures throughout the Qila Mubarak complex, and the en re process 
was completed and commissioned over a period of three months. chris edigital.com 

Chris e HoloStage delivers advanced visualiza on  
for Japan’s NLIM 

Chris e laser projectors restore splendor  
of Qila Mubarak ancient fortress 

Full view of the Christie HoloStage solution  
at NILIM’s Asahi office in Tsukuba 

Photo © Pyramid Technologies 
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The recently renamed Tipstar Dome 
Chiba, formerly Chiba JPF Dome, 
hosted Japan’s first track cycling 
tournament in October where an 
array of Claypaky ligh ng fixtures 
played key roles. 
 
Ligh ng Designer Yuji Yokoi 
deployed 30 Claypaky Xtylos, 26 
Midi‐B and 12 Shar‐Bar fixtures, 
provided by Claypaky distributor 
Technical Supply Japan, as the main 
ligh ng fixtures for PIST6. "For this 
project, the produc on team at JET 
tasked us with u lizing front‐line 
products and technology we had 
never seen before,” he notes.  
“When I suggested Xtylos, which I 
had seen at exhibi ons, the director 
liked its leading‐edge features, and 
we started planning the rig around 
Claypaky products.” Yokoi explains 
that Xtylos, the first beam effect 
moving head with a laser light 
source, “sa sfied everything that  

were looking for in this project – 
especially Xtylos’s red beam, which 
was the image color in our design.  
The red beam was bright and solid, 
unmatched by any other product.”  
 
At the director’s request, Yokoi used 
custom‐made mirrors, and the 
director was pleased to see that the 
reflected beams did not lose output. 
Addi onally, since PIST6 was a 
bicycle race, speed was an important 
element, and Xtylos “provided the 
speed we were looking for,” he 
reports. 

 
Claypaky’s 
Midi‐B LED‐
based 
moving 
head also 
suited 
Yokoi’s 
design very 
well.   

“It was incredibly bright despite its 
small size and had outstanding 
projec on uniformity,” he says. 
“Midi‐B exceeded our expecta ons.  
It can also produce a very ght 
beam which broadened the scope of 
our design.”  
 
The ligh ng designer also used 
Claypaky Shar‐Bars, advanced 
moving LED bars with features that 
transform them into mul ‐beam 
effects lights, at the director's 
request.  The flexible Shar‐Bar is 
“the only bar on the market that has 
individual pan capabili es on each 
LED module,” Yokoi explains. 
 
The Project Director was Junichiro 
Takanashi. The Ligh ng 
Programming was Katsutoshi Yokota 
and the System Design was Rena 
Nishikawara. 
 
claypaky.com 
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PIST6 Championship cycling speeds into Japan’s  
Tipstar Dome Chiba with ligh ng support from Claypaky 
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AO Drones, part of the AO Crea ve 
stable of companies, launched a 
state‐of‐the‐art, 600‐strong fleet of 
drones inside Dubai’s 150‐metre‐
high landmark Frame structure, for 
a campaign to announce the July 
unveiling of the UAE’s first Nike 
Jordan Concept store. The event 
was specifically designed to be 
filmed for a Nike Jordan digital and 
social campaign, with the 600 AO 
drones programmed to generate a 
four layered, three‐dimensional, 
rota ng facsimile of the famous 

Jordan ‘Jumpman’ logo. The logo then morphed into a fully scannable 3D QR code, enabling poten al customers to 
discover more about the store. “The huge Dubai Frame provided a spectacular illuminated border for the 
Jumpman logo and QR Code,” says Marco Niedermeier, show producer at AO Crea ve. “We animated the 
Jumpman icon with strobes and colour but crea ng the figure in 3D was challenging, especially as the object was 
presented in four layers and then rotated 360°.” When the team turned the images 360°, it meant that everyone in 
the park and surrounding apartments could see and scan the code. 
ao‐drones.com     ao‐crea ve.com     ao‐technology.com 

Audio Visual 
Events (AVE) is a 
live, hybrid and 
virtual event 
produc on 
services specialist 
based in Sydney, 
Australia, 
working across all 
industry sectors including corporate, commercial and entertainment. Since 
2019, and throughout the pandemic period, the company has invested steadily 
in Astera’s range of ba ery powered wireless controlled LED ligh ng products. 
In the last three months alone, this has included the purchase of 80 x Astera AX5 TriplePARs and 16 x Hyperion 
Tubes, which – together with the 100+ Astera AX1 Pixel Tubes and AX3 LiteDrops already in stock – have been 
delivered by Astera’s Australian distributor, ULA Group. In 2020, work gradually started picking up a er the ini al 
few months of the pandemic when the event industry worldwide came to a halt. AVE also used this me to focus 
on being innova ve and expanding its resources and horizons to a ract poten al new business. The ini al 104 x 
Astera AX1 Pixel Tubes were purchased at the end of 2019 and became invaluable during the early months of the 
first ON AIR studio. “Everyone loves them, and visually the fixtures can provide that extra texturing and depth that 
really benefits AV‐based recorded or streamed events,” commented Paul Kea ng, who joined AVE four years ago 
as general manager. With the success of the first batch of Asteras plus the “excellent” support from the ULA team, 
it also made sense to acquire more fixtures to replace some of their older products. Wireless control was a major 
selling point for Paul and the whole AV Event team. astera‐led.com 

AO Crea ve delivers the UAE’s first drone flown  
QR code for Dubai’s Nike Jordan store launch 

Audio Visual Events invests in more Astera 

Photo © AO Creative 
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Star ng from humble beginnings in 
an Auckland garage, New Zealand’s 
Lux Produc ons have grown from 
strength to strength since 2013 and 
are currently moving into their 6th 
warehouse to accommodate their 
full spectrum of event produc on 
services.  
 
In tandem with expansion to new 
premises, the company also decided 
to expand their console offerings 
with one eye on their exis ng stock 
of Allen & Heath audio expanders 
and SQ mixers. 
 
“We were in the market for a 
medium to large format audio 
console and adore the SQ range 
from Allen and Heath, so when we 
heard about the release of the 
Avan s it was a no‐brainer” explains 
James Jefford, owner of Lux 
Produc ons. “As we already own a 
range of SQ consoles and stage 
boxes, the fact that this console 
would u lize that infrastructure of 
stage boxes and digital splits was 
just fantas c. We added a DX Link I/
O card to the Avan s to allow for  

mul ‐zone IO to our different DX168 
stage boxes allowing for simple and 
easy cable management.” 
 
Avan s is the third mixer built on 
Allen & Heath’s 96kHz XCVI FPGA 
pla orm, with 64 input channels, 
comprehensive processing op ons 
and a fully configurable 42‐bus mix 
architecture, all controlled via a pair 
of screens delivering 206 square 
inches of high‐resolu on screen 
space.  
 
“The interface is incredibly easy to 
navigate, and the dual HD touch 
screens were a huge selling factor 
for us when comparing to other 
brands in this price bracket” notes 
Jefford. “Along with the large events, 
the Avan s is fantas c for the 
corporate scene as well which is our 
bread and bu er, being powerful yet 
compact enough. The onboard 
storage for audio tracks just adds 
another string to this console’s 
incredible bow.” 
 
As Lux Produc ons con nue to grow, 
Jefford is already looking to the  

future when it comes to the audio 
solu ons on offer.  
 
“Our next upgrade would be the 
GigaACE I/O card to allow for 
connec on to other Avan s’ and 
stage boxes directly out of the 
console” he adds. “Coupled with 
incredible support from the team at 
Jansen Pro Audio, we see this 
console and the rest of the Allen 
and Heath range becoming firm 
staples in the Lux Produc ons family 
of audio consoles”. 
 

 
 
allen‐heath.com 
luxproduc ons.co.nz 
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New Avan s for New Zealand’s Lux Produc ons 

The Avantis will 
work alongside 

Lux Productions’ 
existing stock of 
SQ mixers and 

remote audio 
expanders 
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The newly launched Strand Electric Pa ern 23M lantern from 
Pacific Ligh ng (HK) Limited is a carefully cra ed, 1/3 scale 
replica of the original and much‐loved Strand Pa  23 Mk1 
designed by aircra  designer, Morgan McLeod. The fully working 
model has a 3W 3000K LED source and is available with a choice 
of telescopic stand, swivel arm wall bracket or ceiling/floor plate. 
The lantern can be connected to a USB phone power supply or 
computer, and the beam angle can be altered by moving the lens 
back and forward. More than just a nostalgia piece, the Pa ern 
23M is an ideal desk or reading lamp, a genuine talking point and 
the brainchild of Hugh Chinnick, Director of Pacific Ligh ng. 
Chinnick has spent several years researching and developing the 
Pa  23M (‘M’ stands for Mini) to perfect every detail of 
appearance and performance. “For more than twenty years it  
has been my dream to produce a scale model of the Pa  23, one 
of the most iconic lanterns in Bri sh theatre ligh ng history,”  
he says. The Pa ern 23M is cast in zinc which provides a far 
superior quality of finish while retaining excellent thermal 
proper es as a heatsink for the LED, together with a good 
weight. Over me, zinc will a ain a darker pa na giving the lantern  
and accessories a ‘used’ appearance for further authen city. pacificligh ng.net 

HARMAN, a wholly‐owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., 
Ltd. focused on connected technologies for automo ve, 
consumer and enterprise markets is taking strict legal ac on 
against manufacturers and distributors involved in producing and 
selling of counterfeit JBL products in India. HARMAN is the parent 
company for leading audio brands including JBL®, AKG®, Harman 
Kardon®, Infinity®, Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel® amongst 
others. During a recent raid, HARMAN’s inves ga on team along 
with the law enforcement officers, seized stocks of spurious JBL 
consumer products from two mobile and accessories wholesalers in the city of Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh. Similar 
raids were conducted in the city of Kolkata, West Bengal, where the team confiscated counterfeit JBL Professional 
speakers and other brand accessories from manufacturing units. HARMAN has taken appropriate criminal ac on 
against these offenders and intends to con nue such inves ga ons to curb the manufacturing and selling of 
counterfeit products across India. “Over the last 75 years, JBL’s range of consumer and professional products have 
earned consumer trust and tremendous goodwill by virtue of our commitment to maintain highest standards in 
product quality and focus on innova on. HARMAN prides itself for its brand reputa on and customer sa sfac on, 
and therefore, these ac ons against the perpetrators are essen al for us to keep our promise towards our 
consumers in India.” said Prathab Deivanayagham, Country Manager, HARMAN India. “We advise our consumers 
to stay vigilant and purchase JBL products from authorised e‐commerce and retail sellers’ only.” he said further. 
If you have any ques ons call or contact the HARMAN customer service team. Call Center: 18001020525, Email 
ID: india_csupport@harman.com, WhatsApp Chat bot: 7065844446 

Vintage Perfec on ‐ Pacific Ligh ng (HK) Ltd  
launches Strand Electric Pa ern 23M 

HARMAN takes strict ac on against manufacturing  
and sale of counterfeit JBL® products in India 

The Strand Electric Pattern 23M by Pacific Lighting (HK) 
Limited is small enough to fit in the palm of your hand 
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Australian fashion house Aje 
launched their Resort 2022 
collec on ‘Scent of Summer' at The 
Calyx located in the Royal Botanic 
Garden in Sydney. Staged by 
Produc on Technologies and lit by 
one of Australia's most sought a er 
ligh ng designers Paul Collison, the 
event proved that PROLIGHTS 
EclPanels don't just belong in a 
studio! Paul is a big fan of the 
Prolight EclPanels saying that as 
soon as they landed in Australia he 
was fortunate to be able to fire 
some up, run metres over them and 
compare them with similar 
products.  
 
“The first thing I no ced was that 
they are definitely brighter than 
panels of a similar type,” he 
commented. “The colour rendering 
exceeded expecta ons but what I 
liked the most was that they are a 
complete unit. The onboard ballast 
means they are much quicker to 
deploy, pack up and move. They're 
just such a great li le package and  

all the available accessories make 
them incredibly versa le for any 
number of situa ons. I am a massive 
fan of this range!” 
 
The fashion show was held outdoors 
at a tricky me of day, twilight, 
which is always a gamble because if 
you have heavy cloud cover your 
ambient light is quite low and you 
need to rely heavily on your 
augmented ligh ng. However, if 
there's li le to no cloud cover and 
it's a bright day you don't have to 
rely on the ligh ng so much so Paul 
needed to be prepared for either 
scenario. “We wanted to rely on The 
Calyx's natural background to form a 
significant part of the composi on of 
the photography,” said Paul. “The 
area required to be lit, ranged from 
immediately in front of the loca on 
of the EclPanels, to further afield  
on the island in the body of water. 
We needed to be able to throw light 
a good 20 metres yet also be able to 
illuminate the path of the models. 
The wide pa ern of the EclPanels  

suited us perfectly because it meant 
we could cover both areas quickly 
and efficiently.”  
 
On the night it was a perfect mix of 
ambient light and augmented 
theatrical ligh ng. It was brighter 
than Paul expected it to be at 
show me but the EclPanels filled in 
where required and made a huge 
difference to the quality of the 
pictures produced. The EclPanels 
also formed a nice aesthe c against 
the building with Paul no ng that 
they lend themselves to a nice bit of 
eye candy as much as being a 
par cularly func onal and effec ve 
light source.  
 
Chameleon Touring Systems 
supplied the ligh ng equipment for 
the show. 
 
prolights.it 
 
Story Credits: 
Photo © Andrew Claridge 
Written by Show Technology 
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EclPanel is the new look at Sydney's fashion show 
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Chris e® is pleased to announce its 
con nued collabora on with Dead 
Puppet Society, an Australian based 
produc on house and design company 
with interna onal reach, by providing 
projec on and content management 
support for its latest visual‐theatre 
performance, Ishmael. Among the 
highlights are stunning projec ons 
made possible using a Chris e GS 
Series 1DLP® laser projector, with 
content management and processing 
accomplished by the versa le and 
powerful Chris e Pandoras Box 
Version 8. David Morton, Crea ve Director of Dead Puppet Society, and Director of Ishmael, added, “The throw 
distance that we have between our 7‐meter screen and the Chris e GS Series projector is ridiculously narrow. But 
the moment we turned it on, we were blown away by the enormous, phenomenal images that it produces. And 
what’s so amazing about Chris e Pandoras Box Version 8 is that in addi on to its impressive content inges on 
func onality, there is also Z‐depth composi ng that allows us to compose anima on content both behind and in 
front of the live feed of models and anima on with zero latency. The level of visual integra on that it enables us to 
achieve is just awesome.” chris edigital.com 

Chris e® HS Series 1DLP® laser projectors have brought an 
iconic clock tower in Hebi to life with spectacular visuals that 
aim to boost cultural development and elevate its image as 
a city that exudes elegance and exquisite charm. The 
ambi ous project was undertaken by Chris e’s trusted 
partner Zhongqing Yingye Group using a total of 20 Chris e 
DWU2022‐HS 1DLP® laser projectors specifically developed 
for the Chinese market. Achieving 20,600 lumens and 
weighing less than 42 kg, the Chris e DWU2022‐HS 
produces amazing, true‐to‐life visuals, thanks to the 
enhanced color accuracy of Chris e’s BoldColor Technology 
and WUXGA resolu on. The 20 DWU2022‐HS projectors are 
divided into four groups, with five projectors used for 
projec ons on each side of the clock tower. They are fi ed 
with telephoto lenses, double‐stacked and installed in 
customized enclosures to protect them from inclement 
weather. Finally, the projectors are strategically posi oned 
at a distance of between 28 and 56 meters (92 and 184 feet) 
from the clock tower, and the images are me culously 
warped and blended to achieve op mal effect. 
chris edigital.com 

Chris e GS Series laser projector and Pandoras Box  
Version 8 light up Ishmael with dazzling visuals 

Chris e HS Series laser projectors light up China’s  
“Big Ben” in Hebi city with spectacular visuals 
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TechDataPS ensure clear and even sonic coverage 
throughout Yangsan Culture & Arts Center 

Opened in 2002, the Yangsan Culture & Arts 
Center is dedicated to promo ng the arts 
community in Yangsan City, including hos ng 
a wide range of performances. To provide 
high‐quality sound that elevated the 
audience experience, TechDataPS Co., Ltd. 
equipped the Yangsan Culture & Arts Center 
with audio solu ons from JBL Professional 
and Crown Audio.  
 
To ensure crystal‐clear sound with total 
coverage in each performance hall, 
TechDataPS installed JBL VTX V20 three‐way 
high direc vity line array speakers and JBL 
VTX S25 dual 15‐inch subwoofers. The former 
provides horizontal coverage up to 105 
degrees and maintains clear and transparent 
audio at high volumes, while the la er emits 
the impac ul low frequencies crucial to live 
performances thanks to the built‐in 
Differen al Drive technology. Finally, the user
‐friendly Crown I‐Tech 4x3500HD and Crown I
‐Tech 12000HD amplifiers, featuring powerful 
OMNIDRIVEHD™ Processing and linear phase 
FIR filters, offer unmatched processing and 
signal quality to guarantee crystal‐clear audio 
with ample headroom. 
 
pro.harman.com 
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One of India’s youngest guitar sensa ons, Esani 
Dey,  first started using KRK studio monitors in 
2011 a er being gi ed a pair of ROKIT 5 G3s, 
which she has deployed for all of her work ever 
since. Spending countless hours in recording 
studios from a very young age, Dey is 
accustomed to the quality of top‐performing 
studio gear. “The depth and balance of KRK 
studio monitors is amazing,” says Dey. “I’ve used 
many other brands in studios throughout my 
career, and for my needs as a guitarist, KRKs are 
a perfect choice. The tweeter provides the best 

clarity possible, and the outcome is extremely clean, with a very ght low‐end. KRKs are definitely the best studio 
monitors available at their price point.” Having been using her ROKIT 5s for the past decade, KRK has proven to 
surpass the test of me for Dey, having remained strong and true to their sound. In addi on to deploying KRKs for 
all of her home‐studio produc ons, Dey recently turned to her ROKIT 5s to record two new singles, “Mistake” and 
“Jam5” as well as the song “Murshida” for the 2017 Indian drama film Begum‐Jaan. With studios gone dark for the 
majority of 2020, Dey found herself spending most of her days mixing away in her home studio. “During these 
pandemic mes, musicians have been 99% recording from home, and for me, my KRK speakers have been my best 
friends. I had the me and opportunity to make a lot of great music over the past year and a half, and it wouldn’t 
have been the same without my ROKIT 5s.” krkmusic.com 

BirdDog, a world leading manufacturer of NDI enabled PTZ 
Cameras, Converters, and So ware today announces a 
strategic partnership with Ideal Systems, to further drive 
growth across the Asia Pacific region. Ideal Systems provide a 
full spectrum of media technology services including 
consulta on, design, installa on, integra on, as well as 
opera onal and maintenance support of state‐of‐the‐art 
technology infrastructure across the APAC region. The Ideal 
Group have 12 offices across 8 countries and over 150 staff and 
service both the Broadcast Video, and Audio Visual (AV) 
markets. Ideal Group are emerging as the leading NDI systems 
integra on company in APAC and in 2020 they have delivered 
large NDI system deployments in China, Hong Kong, Malaysia 
and Singapore, where they are currently engaged in some 
major NDI projects with BirdDog. “We’ve been really impressed 
with BirdDog’s NDI product quality and innova on, and we are really delighted to be working more closely with 
them,” said Fintan McKiernan, CEO at Ideal Systems Singapore. “We have been using increasing amounts of 
BirdDog products in our NDI solu ons and have designed BirdDog into our solu ons for a number of our upcoming 
projects. We are using BirdDog across booth our Broadcast and AV divisions and are using the full range of their 
products from their leading PTZ’s and NDI converters to their cloud so ware. Our BirdDog NDI story starts here, 
and I have no doubt we have exci ng mes ahead.” bird‐dog.tv     idealsys.com 

Esani Dey turns to KRK’s renowned ROKIT  
line for home studio produc on 

BirdDog and Ideal Systems announce  
strategic APAC partnership 

Fintan Mc Kiernan holding a weather sealed BirdDog  
A200 PTZ for outdoor sports coverage 
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The Saints Hoan‐Thien Catholic 
Centre in Keysborough, Victoria, is 
situated on land owned by 
Melbourne's Vietnamese Catholic 
community. Across from the 
cardinal building lies the 'Our Lady 
Of La Vang' shrine, a newly 
completed house of worship for the 
fellowship. Within the bright inner 
expanse of the shrine, the building's 
crisp white roof dominates the 
architecture.  
 
Hanging cleanly from either side of 
the far end, sit two compact RCF line 
arrays. Looking almost transparent 
in their op onal ma e white finish, 
the HDL 6‐A modules blend perfectly 
into the supernal scene.  
 
Supplied by Factory Sound in 
Melbourne, and recently set up by 
installer UB Group, the system 
provides Front of House audio 
coverage for voice reinforcement, 
music playback, and occasional live 
instrument reinforcement for the 
venue's regular church Services.  
 
. 

UB Group Director, Bang Le, explains 
his choice of technology for the 
shine‐ "Based on their audio 
requirements and budget, the HDL  
6‐A system was easily the best 
op on. We needed something with a 
low visual profile and something that 
we could count on to deliver great 
sound throughout regular use. The 
HDL series is very neat, looks good 
with the architecture here, and has a 
fantas c size to power Ra o."  
 
Both the le  and right arrays at the 
shrine feature 6 x HDL 6‐A modules, 
each individually capable of an 
impressive 131 dB max SPL, as well 
as 2 x HDL 12‐AS ac ve flyable 
subwoofers. The HDL 12‐AS are the 
perfect companion sub modules to 
the HDL 6‐A, housing a 12" woofer 
and bringing the overall frequency 
response down to 40 Hz.  
 
"The primary func on of the system 
will be sound reinforcement for 
speech and some live music‐ 
especially things like Christmas  

carols and special events where the 
space may get filled more than 
usual‐ situa ons where a li le more 
power will be required. I have been 
working with RCF equipment for 
years and I have confidence in the 
output and reliability of the brand," 
says Bang. The addi on of RCF's 
precision Italian hardware ‐born of a 
vast heritage of expert engineering‐ 
helps elevate the space further, 
from impressive to divine. 
 
rfc.it 
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Our Lady Of La Vang shrine shines with RCF HDL 6‐A 
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Chris e® is pleased to announce that 
Big World Cineplex has chosen its 
state‐of‐the‐art RGB laser cinema 
projec on systems for its flagship 
mul plex located in Wuxi, a prominent 
historical and cultural city in China’s 
Jiangsu province. Known as Wuxi Big 
World Cineplex, the mul screen 
cinema is conveniently located in the 
city’s downtown area and is known for 
its luxuriously furnished auditoriums 
and plush seats. It is equipped with 10 
screens, out of which nine are 
powered by Chris e’s  RGB pure laser 
projec on systems including the 
CP2320‐RGB, CP2315‐RGB, and the 
China‐specific CP2310‐RGB/c that 
excel in image quality, opera onal life me and overall cost. These projectors have a brightness between 10,000 
and 20,000 lumens, feature 2K resolu on, an expanded color gamut, and contrast ra os that exceed the DCI 
specifica on. chris edigital.com 

Chris e® is providing projec on 
support for a contemporary art 
exhibi on that recounts the history of 
Deoksugung Palace, one of the five 
royal palaces situated in central Seoul, 
through its beau fully manicured 
gardens. Chris e supplied a D13WU‐
HS 1DLP® laser projector for a digital 
art installa on named “Dream Journey 
to a Garden” in Hamnyeongjeon, the 
living and sleeping quarters of King 
Gojong – the last ruling monarch of 
the Joseon Dynasty. The displayed 
contents were created by animator 
Yong‐bae Lee in collabora on with 
Jong‐sang Sung, a landscape architect, 
to depict picturesque garden scenery that King Gojong had wished to enjoy while living an isolated life in 
Hamnyeongjeon un l his death in 1919. The D13WU‐HS projector was installed by Chris e’s local partner, SNC 
Alliance Co., Ltd, which was involved in the “2021 Delight Seoul” exhibi on held earlier this year. Thanks to 
Chris e’s BoldColor™ Technology and HD resolu on, the D13WU‐HS fulfilled the requirements of the ar sts, who 
had placed much emphasis on brightness and color accuracy of the projected visuals. chris edigital.com 

Big World Cineplex chooses Chris e RGB  
laser projec on for its flagship mul plex in Wuxi 

Chris e provides projec on support for art exhibi on 
showcasing history of Deoksugung Palace 
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MBM Mielke Bergfeld 
Musikproduk on OHG, based in 
Darmstadt, Germany, specialises in 
making classical music recordings 
of the highest quality and was 
founded in 1998 by Olaf Mielke, 
Dipl.‐Tonmeister/Recording 
Producer, and Moritz Bergfeld, 
Dipl.‐Tonmeister, Professor of 
Music Produc on, Post‐Produc on 
and Music Acous cs at Darmstadt 
University of Applied Sciences. 
 
“Moritz and I both went to Detmold 
University of Music and it was while 
we were s ll students of sound 
engineering there that we already 
decided that we wanted to ini ate 
some project of our own as a team,” 
Olaf Mielke recalls. “A er various 
internships, it became absolutely 
clear to us that our aim was to be 
independent and set up our own 
business as sound engineers.” 
The company MBM was founded at 
a me when the large record 
companies were significantly 
reducing their music projects due to 
a decline in the sales of recorded 
music on physical media, while at 
the same me the universi es in 
Detmold and Berlin were s ll 
turning out a rela vely large 
number of sound engineering 
graduates. “We were idealis c and 
op mis c,” says Olaf Mielke, 
commen ng on the founda on of 
MBM, a risky venture that certainly 
required a good deal of courage. 
 
Sennheiser MKH 8000 series: 
natural sound that is true to the 
original  
“As a classical tonmeister, I want to 
capture the sound with all its 
nuances, as naturally and as true to 
the original as possible,” says Olaf 
Mielke, expressing his credo. “From  

this perspec ve, I find the digital 
microphones from Sennheiser and 
Neumann extremely a rac ve with 
their excep onally fine resolu on.”  
In keeping with Mielke’s statement, 
MBM has eight Sennheiser MZD 
8000 digital modules as well as nine 
digital Neumann KM D output stages 
and three digital Neumann D‐01 
large diaphragm microphones. MBM 
currently uses two RME DMC 842 
interfaces/controllers for digital 
microphones, and a third device is to 
be added soon, making it possible,  

for example, to use a 24 
configura on to record a small 
orchestra en rely with digital 
microphones. 
 
Olaf Mielke is a self‐confessed fan of 
the Sennheiser MKH 8000 series: 
“For MBM, the Sennheiser MKH 
8000 series is our preferred product  
range,” says the experienced 
tonmeister. “Before the 8000 series 
became available, we had already 
bought a lot of products from 
Neumann’s first modular small‐ 
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MBM: Classical music recordings of the highest standard 
with Sennheiser RF condenser microphones 

Dipl.-Tonmeister Olaf Mielke 
with his Sennheiser HD 800 at 
his workplace in the OB van 
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diaphragm microphone system. To 
this day, the capsules and output 
stages have done their job without 
any problems, and our Neumann 
inventory also includes pressure 
receivers with diffuse‐field 
equalisa on. We now have 16 
microphones from the Sennheiser 
8000 series: ten MKH 8040 
cardioids, two 8020 omnis, two 
8050 super‐cardioids and two 8090s 
with a wide cardioid pick‐up 
pa ern.” 
 
The numerous advantages of the 
microphones from the Sennheiser 
MKH 8000 series include a wider 
frequency response that extends 
from below 10 Hz to more than 50 
kHz. In order to record and process 
this vast frequency range, MBM 
relies whenever possible on an 
audio workflow with a word length 
of 24 bits at a sampling rate of 96 
kHz, with some projects even 
working with 192 kHz. The only 
excep ons are radio and film 
produc ons, where the preferred 
sampling rate is tradi onally 48 kHz. 
For selected customers in Germany, 
Japan and the USA, MBM also 
provides produc ons in a 5.1 
surround sound format. MBM is 
also seriously considering the 
possibility of immersive audio  

recordings using formats such as 
Dolby Atmos. Olaf Mielke also points 
out that the discreet appearance of 
the microphones from the 
Sennheiser MKH 8000 series is a 
par cular advantage when video 
recordings are on the agenda. 
Mielke uses the term “ac ve bars” to 
refer to special signal‐carrying 
microphone boom arms that are 
available in different lengths and 
which supply the signals from the 
compact capsules to XLR plugs at 
their ends. Their ma  textured finish 
also helps to give the Sennheiser 
MKH 8000 series a visually 
unobtrusive appearance. 
“We are extremely sa sfied with the 
microphones from the Sennheiser 
8000 series,” Olaf Mielke points out. 
“And the Sennheiser support is also 
perfect. Our contact person, Heiko 
Mildenberger, is always there to 
help us whenever we need him.” 
 
At the end of August, the European 
Culture Award was presented at the 
Opera House in Bonn. During the 
event, MBM had parked the 
company’s own OB van on the bank 
of the Rhine directly in front of the 
Bonn Opera House. As head sound 
engineer at the European Culture 
Award 2021, Olaf Mielke was 
responsible for the broadcast  

sound, which was transmi ed via a 
satellite uplink. In addi on to the 
5.1 loudspeaker system installed in 
the OB van, Mielke also used high‐
quality studio headphones from 
Sennheiser (HD 800) and Neumann 
(NDH 20) to monitor the sound. 
 
Olaf Mielke and his team used 
microphones from Sennheiser und 
Neumann to capture the sound of 
the orchestra. The lion’s share of 
the broadcast sound was supplied 
by an A/B microphone setup with 
suspended Neumann AK 30 omni‐
direc onal capsules on KM 100 
output stages. These were 
supported by more than 30 spot 
microphones, including Neumann 
KM 100, Neumann U 87 and 
numerous capsules together with 
their accessories from the 
Sennheiser MKH 8000 series. The 
presenters’ microphone at the 
lectern also came from the 8000  
product range: An MKH 8040 with 
an MZW 8000 foam windshield 
ensured excellent sound for the 
voices and op mum speech 
intelligibility. 
 
Ambience microphones are 
important in providing emo onally 
thrilling live broadcasts, and for that 
reason Olaf Mielke set up two MKH 
8050 directed towards the audience 
at the front edge of the stage, 
supported by two Neumann KM 184 
suspended ver cally above the 
audience. Finally, in the so‐called 
“handshake area”, in which non‐
monetary awards were presented to 
clearly delighted recipients, an MKH 
8040 mounted near the floor was  
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Neumann NDH 20 is also 
in use in the OB van 

The company’s own outside broadcast truck 
on location at the Opera House in Bonn 
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used. A total of 124 channels were 
processed in MBM’s OB van to mix 
the sound for the European Culture 
Award 2021. 
 
With the MKH 8000 series, 
Sennheiser has already had an 
absolutely top‐class modular small‐
diaphragm microphone system in its 
product range since 2007. The series 
includes, among other things, the 
MKH 8020 capsule (omni‐
direc onal), MKH 8040 (cardioid), 
MKH 8050 (super‐cardioid) and 
MKH 8090 (wide cardioid), which 
are operated with remote 
preamplifiers/impedance 
converters. Also available are the 
MZX 8000 XLR module and the MZD 
8000 digital module. In some 
applica ons, it is advisable to 
addi onally use an MZF 8000 filter 
module, which has a fixed low‐cut 
filter (‐3 dB at 16 Hz, for the 
suppression of infrasound), as well  
as a switchable roll‐off filter (‐3 dB 
at 160 Hz) and a switchable pad (‐10 
dB, to protect against overdriving). 
 
The Sennheiser MKH 8000 
condenser series works according to 
the high or radio‐frequency 
principle, which Sennheiser has 
been using for more than five  

decades and has con nuously 
perfected. Sophis cated technology 
is used to widen the frequency 
response. Microphones from the 
Sennheiser 8000 series have a 
frequency response that extends 
from below 10 Hz to more than 50 
kHz. Expert sound engineers 
par cularly appreciate the fact that 
the small‐diaphragm microphones 
from the audio specialist deliver high 
output signals with almost no 
inherent self‐noise and have 
extremely low distor on. In addi on 
to their amazingly clear output, the 
low moisture sensi vity of RF  
condenser microphones is almost 
legendary. Actually, the abbrevia on 
MKH itself refers to the 
microphone’s radio‐frequency 
circuitry, as it stands for “Mikrofon 
Kondensator Hochfrequenz”, or 
radio‐frequency condenser 
microphone. 
 
Thanks to its comprehensive range 
of accessories, the Sennheiser MKH 
8000 series is equipped for all 
applica on scenarios. Par cularly 
popular are the microphone 
extension bars with their internal 
cable rou ng, which sound 
engineers like to call “ac ve stands” 
or “ac ve bars”. The microphone 
module is fixed to an adjustable joint  

at the upper end of the ac ve bar, 
while the XLR module is used at the 
lower end separated from the 
capsule. These “signal‐carrying 
special extension tubes” are 
available in the versions MZE 8015 
(15 cm), MZE 8030 (30 cm), MZE 
8060 (60 cm) and MZE 8120 (120 
cm). 
 
The extension tubes are connected 
to the ver cal bars by MZGE 8000 
mono tube connectors or MZGE 
8002 stereo tube connectors. The 
MZEF 8030 (30 cm), MZEF 8060 (60 
cm) and MZEF 8120 (120 cm) 
ver cal bars have an MZFS 8000 
solid floor stand, which has a 
damping ring as a special feature. 
This floor stand ensures that the 
microphone is held securely, and 
the stand itself requires less space 
than a conven onal tripod stand.  
 
All components of the Sennheiser 
MKH 8000 series, including the 
microphone capsules, are finished in 
a ma  velvet‐textured NEXTEL® 
coa ng, which does not reflect 
(stage) light and, with its dark 
colour, helps to give the 
microphones a discreet and at the 
same me high‐quality appearance. 
 
www.sennheiser.com 
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The microphone capsules and all the accessories  
of the MKH 8000 series are coated with NEXTEL  

to prevent annoying light reflections on the  
inconspicuous microphones 
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The fourth season of Star Trek: 
Discovery Paramount+ streaming 
series and the upcoming inaugural 
spin‐off, Star Trek: Strange New 
Worlds, recently wrapped shoo ng 
on Pixomondo’s flagship virtual 
produc on stage in Toronto, 
Canada.  
 
Both series employed virtual 
background environments displayed 
on the vast ROE Visual LED volume 
at PXO’s Toronto new facility. The 
LED walls are specified with Black 
Pearl BP2V2 LED panels with the 
LED ceilings composed of Carbon 
Series CB5 LED panels.  
 
Mahmoud Rahnama, PXO Head of 
Studio in Toronto and Montreal, 
commented: "Ushering an iconic 
series like Star Trek into a new era 
of virtual produc on has been a  

thrilling experience. We are so 
grateful to have technical partners 
like ROE Visual onboard for this 
adventure. ROE Visual’s LED 
products set the quality benchmark 
for the whole industry and perform  

exquisitely and reliably, delivering 
outstanding vivid colors and market 
leading brightness." 
 
 
www.roevisual.com 
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“Star Trek: Discovery” Season 4 deploys  
ROE Visual to create background scenery 
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Two‐million or so Austrians tune in 
every Monday to watch the 
country’s 2021 Ninja Warrior 
championships, but, for Bernhard 
Endl, it was a ma er of rou ne 
keepping pace with its athle c 
par cipants when ligh ng the 
program on Austria’s Puls4 network.  
 
Powering his 89‐universe 936‐
fixture ligh ng design was a 
ChamSys MagicQ MQ500M console. 
Endl posi oned his keyligh ng from 
five or six different points along the 
parkour course, depending how the 
obstacles were configured for the 
day.   
 
His principal light source were 
floodlights mounted at the trussing 
of the obstacles, downside, 
frontside, backside. He also had 
profile fixtures on truss oriented in 
the same direc on as the cameras, 
as well as two to four wash lights 
focused on each obstacle. 
 
Most of his show was mecoded, 
but some cues were manually called 
up. At pivitol moments of victory or 
defeat, selected cues were triggered 
via MIDI Notes to be in sync with 
the sound effects. The easy‐to‐
understand and program  

Automa on Events Window and  
the CueStack Macros of his MQ500M 
were very helpful when this 
happened, according to Endl. 
 
Given that Endl was ligh ng fast 
ac on in a large area (106m x 52m) 
with constantly changing 
parameters, it was essen al that he 
be able to have quick, easy access to 
large numbers fixtures.  
 
“The ability to import a csv with 
fixtures and their posi ons so neatly 
with the MQ500M was nice,“ he 
said. “The plan view made it very 
simple. 
 
 

A ChamSys user for three years, 
Endl was using the MQ500M for the 
first me at the Ninja Warrior event. 
 
Previously, he had used a MQ80 in 
touring because of its power and 
compactness, but seven weeks with 
the MQ500M gave him a new 
perspec ve. “I’ve become a big fan 
of this console,” he said, no ng that 
it’s “built for handling challenges 
quickly,” an a ribute that made the 
MQ500M right at home with these 
Ninja compe tors. 
 
 
chamsysusa.com 
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Bernhard Endl meets Ninja Warrior Austria  
challenge with ChamSys MagicQ MQ500M 
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ETC’s Eos Family of ligh ng 
controllers is known for providing 
comprehensive, finely tuned control 
for ligh ng rigs of all sizes. Now, 
with the release of Eos v3.1 – the 
latest major so ware update for the 
pla orm – that control becomes 
even more customizable to suit any 
programming style or show. Eos 
v3.1 is all about you, with new tools 
that help you set up your 
workspaces – programming, 3D‐
visualized, and physical – just the 
way you want them. 
 
In a fast‐paced show environment, 
you need quick access to all your 
content. In Eos v3.1, Custom Direct 
Selects now support thousands of 
custom target lists, which you can 
populate with channels, groups, 
pale es, scenes, and more – along 
with new naviga on tools to help 
you page quickly between them.  
 
A new icon library lets you add 
images to both Direct Selects and 
Magic Sheets so that you can 
iden fy targets at a glance. The 
addi on of user‐defined Encoder 
Maps also allows you to create 
custom encoder layouts for all your 
fixture types using a dedicated and 
intui ve editor. Show control 
triggers are now easier to monitor 
as well – a new Timecode dropdown 
in the top bar of each display allows 
you to see your console’s 
interac ons with other devices. 
 
Eos v3.0 introduced Augment3d, a 
revolu onary workspace that lets 
you program and visualize your rig 
in three dimensions.  
 
 

Eos v3.1 also gives you granular 
control over the light levels of your 
worksta on. A new dialog box 
allows you to adjust the Brightness 
se ngs of your desk components 
and compa ble external displays 
from anywhere in your system – 
and play them back as presets or 
macros. When you need to focus on 
the stage to hone that perfect 
moment, you can also trigger the 
Ex nguish mode to temporarily turn 
off all lit surfaces. 
 
This new release is just the latest 
advancement for the Eos pla orm, 
which has 15 years of growth and 
evolu on under its belt.  
 
As always, the so ware is free to 
download and use on any Eos 
Family console or controller – or on 
your Mac or PC, which can be 
unlocked to network to your rig 
with the addi on of an ETCnomad 
USB key. No ma er which Eos 
Family device you use on this gig or 
the next, this latest suite of features 
will let you truly make it your own. 
 
 

The v3.1 release adds new tools that 
let you bring your virtual 
programming environment closer to 
reality. You can now enhance your 
model surfaces with Materials, 
which can be applied from an 
included library or imported from 
custom sources. Sketchup imports 
have been drama cally improved, 
and Vectorworks imports now 
include shu er cuts for conven onal 
fixtures. When you want to break 
away from beams and shu ers, new 
generic fixture op ons for sconces 
and chandeliers provide new 
op ons for omnidirec onal light 
sources. 
 
The improvements in the new 
so ware aren’t limited to the virtual 
realm; Eos v3.1 provides new 
op ons for customizing your 
physical workspace as well. Some 
shows require a lot of handles, and 
Fader Wing Groups now give you 
the op on of paging all your internal 
playbacks and Fader Wing 
accessories as a single bank.  

To learn more and download the new so ware, visit  
www.etcconnect.com/Products/Consoles/Eos‐Family/Explore‐Eos‐v3‐1.aspx 
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                                                       TSL Control 
 
TSL announces its latest 
advancements in broadcast 
control centered around its R&D 
approach of crea ng solu ons 
based on its customers’ specific 
applica on. With this change and 
the integra on of TSL and DNF 
product lines, TSL Control 
encompasses all the company’s 
control solu ons (including 
TallyMan, Flex Network, etc.) 
under one umbrella. This allows 
the customer to create a 
combined system, across product 
lines, that is designed to address 
its unique workflow needs.  
As part of TSL Control is its new GTP‐42 Flex Network Controller, solu ons in cost‐effec ve IP rou ng and mul ‐
network control, playout control and automa on including SCTE and DTMF monitoring, as well as the new 
TallyMan Redundancy Package. 
tslproducts.com 

 

 CHAUVET COLORado PXL Bar 
 

Versa lity is a virtue! The new IP65 
rated COLORado PXL Bar 16 and 
COLORado PXL Bar 8 from CHAUVET 
Professional demonstrate that in 
convincing fashion, delivering a wide 
range of performance features, such 
as seamless pixel pitch between 
fixtures and fast, smooth motorized 

lts up to 200° whether used indoors 
or out. Regardless of where it’s used, 
the COLORado PXL Bar16 is loaded 
with features that will greatly expand crea ve possibili es for ligh ng designers, such as its 60°, 180°, and 200° 
motorized lt range op ons. Other examples are the 5.8 20 48.8 zoom range of its 16 45‐wa  RGBW LEDs, and its 
two zones of control for pulsing effects. Adding even greater versa lity of these fully pixel mappable fixtures are 
their built‐in effects, including virtual gobo and movement macros with separate foreground and background color 
control. Slo ed Omega brackets make it quick and easy to hang the fixtures on truss. They can also be posi oned 
on the ground to provide a variety of different light angles. The latest in CHAUVET Professional’s series of IP65 
rated products, COLORado PXL Bar  fixtures can be controlled via DMX, sACN, Art‐Net and Kling‐Net; and are also 
RDM compa ble for remote accessing and trouble shoo ng. 
chauvetprofessional.com 
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The color changing IP66 DECO Cityscape Q30 offers a bold and elegant approach 
to exterior applica ons. Designed with a 30W Red, Green, Blue and Warm White 
lamp, this unit provides bright radiant colors for ambient and direc onal 
ligh ng. With the ability to be mounted using a plethora of accessories, the unit 
can be used in different ways to light up buildings, trees and pathways with an 
abundance of rich, saturated colors. The use of the Voltage over 5 conductor 
cable 20 AWG method enables this fixture to be easily installed without the 
need for conduit. As part of the DECO Series, the Cityscape was designed to 
provide versa lity with simplicity by being able to connect to a number of 
different DECO Drivers for power and control connec on. MEGA‐LITE also offers 
a customizable RAL powder coa ng color selec on for custom orders of the unit. 
Simplify your next install with the DECO Cityscape Q30! 
mega.ligh ng 

 

  MEGA-LITE Framebot 600 
 

The Framebot 600 is a full‐featured automated luminaire with 
robust features packed into a medium‐sized housing. This 
theatrical and produc on‐grade unit is equipped with a 600W 
7000K LED that produces an output of over 20,500 lumens (@ 
approximately 45 ). Featuring CMYK color mixing, the unit 
produces a broad range of pastel shades to rich saturated hues. 
The Colorma on™ combines the effect of an anima on wheel 
with vibrant colors that can be used to create an abstract mo on 
effect. With an advanced 4‐blade framing system that features a 
2pt pivot per blade and 180º framing rota on, the Framebot 600 
allows for precise beam shaping. The impressive 3º‐54º zoom 
range, 540º pan and 260º lt, enhance versa lity and efficiency. 
The rota ng 4‐facet prism can be used to intensify the 6 
removable rota ng gobos and 7 sta c gobos. This fully‐loaded 
fixture is remarkably light for it’s class weighing only 56 lbs, 
making it easy for transporta on. Designed to be used in diverse 
se ngs, it features intelligent cooling with 3 fan noise se ngs 
that can be set to quiet, normal, and performance. 
mega.ligh ng 
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A rapid‐change front lens system 
transforms the T11 into the Profile, 
Fresnel or PC variants making it an 
even more cost‐effec ve and 
adaptable crea ve tool with 
fabulous op cal quality! High‐
defini on op cs deliver accurate 
projec on and beam control, with 
an impressive wide‐ranging 10:1 
ra o 5‐50° zoom from the T11 
Profile unit’s single, integral lens 
tube (without needing addi onal 
lens tubes or op cal variants).  
 
The T11 Fresnel offers a classically 
Fresnel‐style beam while the PC 
version has an authen c so ‐edged 
PC beam, both with a wide‐ranging 
5‐60° zoom.  
 
Knowing the importance of CT 
whites for applica ons like theatre 
and television, there is a virtually 
controlled CCT range between 
2.700K to 8.000K. Calibrated whites 
and fantas c tungsten emula on 
ensure perfectly rendered skin 
tones every me due to the T11’s 
high TLCI and TM30‐18 ra ngs and 
the excep onal CRI of 95+. 
 
The T11 Profile ’s manual shu ering 
system is accurate and easy to use, 
and in the fresnel version it 
func ons as an internal barn door.  
 
Integral to the T11 Profile, is a 
manual 1° MagFrost™ (Magne c 
Paddle System) for instant 
so ening, standard on this fixture 
which also has op onal 5° and other 
frosts available. The T11 PC and T11 
Fresnel fixtures have a 5° MagFrost 
as standard, plus a range of op onal 
frosts. 
  
robe.cz 
 
 

Robe ligh ng s.r.o. launches the full‐
form product video for its new T11 
luminaire, the latest in its hugely 
popular and successful “T” series, 
fine‐tuned to deliver outstanding 
performance and full flexibility!  
 
T11 is a sta c fixture – available in 
three versions (Profile, Fresnel and 
PC) – designed to be a perfect 
investment for any venue ‐ 
especially theatres and performance 
spaces ‐ seeking to renew their 
exis ng ‘generic’ ligh ng rigs and 
upgrade to the latest LED 
technology with all  Robe’s 
guaranteed reliability and quality.  
 
This genuine three‐in‐one solu on 
in a single fixture housing alleviates 
the addi onal cost of separate 
‘generic’ purchases and looks 
forward to a more sustainable 
future. The MSL‐TE™ 350W LED 
engine itself generates 16,760 
Lumens, giving 9,500 lumens from 
the T11 Profile, 9,600 lumens out of 
the T11 Fresnel and 9,400 lumens 
for the T11 PC, and being a TE light 
source, brings all the advantages of 
straigh orward exchange or 
replacement.  
 
Building on Robe’s innova ve MSL™ 
(Mul ‐Spectral Light) colour ideas 
and TE™ (TRANSFERABLE ENGINE) 
technology, the T11 offers the 
incredible colour finesse that has 
made the en re T series so 
successful.  
 
The LED technology also provides 
iden cal colour characteris cs, 
responses, and ul mate control of 
all T series luminaires for precise 
colour consistency across any Robe 
ligh ng installa on.  
 
 

 

                           Robe T11 Fresnel / PC / Profile

Robe T11 Fresnel 

Robe T11 PC 

Robe T11 Profile 
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 Obsidian NETRON EP2™ 
 

Obsidian Control Systems announces the newest addi on to its 
extremely successful and rapidly expanding NETRON range of 
innova ve data distribu on devices. The NETRON EP2™ is a no 
nonsense, no compromise Ethernet to DMX gateway solu on for 
the professional ligh ng and AV markets. Part of the NETRON 
family of easy‐to‐use EtherDMX nodes, it offers a high‐value 
solu on for any type of system that requires rugged hardware, 
flexible configura on and a reliable Ethernet to DMX gateway 
solu on at an affordable price. The NETRON EP2™ offers two 
5pin DMX/RDM op cally isolated ports, each port bidirec onal 
for DMX In and Output. Designed with ease of use in mind, it is 
simple to configure through either the 1.3” OLED display and 
encoder or the integrated web menu system. POE or USB‐C 
powered, it includes factory and user presets for instant plug‐
and‐play setups. It follows the same proven, user‐friendly menu 
structure as exis ng NETRON nodes in the market. The NETRON 
EP2 also unlocks the ONYX Nova license, allowing up to four 
Universes of DMX output. 
obsidiancontrol.com 

 
 

A new F‐Drive accessory is now available, simplifying installa on 
and increasing compa bility with third‐party fixtures. The B‐Box4 
uses the RJ45 output of an F‐Drive card to posi on up to four 
channels of Molex, terminal, or RJ45 connec ons at any loca on in 
your installa on. With the addi on of B‐Box, the award‐winning F‐
Drive LED power system offers more flexibility to meet each 
facility’s installa on needs. Whether using third‐party or ETC‐
manufactured fixtures, specifiers can simplify the wiring required to 
connect to the F‐Drive unit. F‐Drive is a modular, centralized 
solu on for controlling LED luminaires. With easy access to 
swappable driver cards and power supplies, all cri cal components 
are readily accessible for maintenance and updates. F‐Drive is 
available as an R12 rack‐mounted solu on or a W1 wall‐mounted 
solu on. A variety of connec on op ons allow facili es to use a 
wide range of luminaires with B‐Box, while taking advantage of 

ETC’s superior dimming and control technology. ETC’s new F‐Drive System Design Tool helps confirm third‐party 
func onality. In addi on, our integra on test lab is set up and ready to receive general market fixtures for tes ng 
and performance grading. 
etcconnect.com 
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 Strand Vision.Net 4-Port DMX Interface    
 Gateway Module 

 
Strand, the original name in theatrical ligh ng and a Signify 
(Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brand, today 
announced new capabili es for the Vision.Net Gateway 
that offer DMX connec vity as well as RDM management 
and dynamic DMX snapsho ng without needing a 
separate ligh ng console. The new 4‐Port DMX Interface 
Module is DIN rail mountable and connects to the 
Gateway via the integrated ‘Gateway BUS', allowing 
integrators to add four independent, bi‐direc onal 
DMX/RDM ports to the Gateway without separate power 
or data connec ons. And with integrated RDM 
management, users can discover, iden fy and manage 
connected devices, performing tasks such as changing 
addresses or modes right from the Gateway’s web 
interface. To bring more power to console‐free applica ons, the new Vision.Net Gateway so ware update also 
brings dynamic DMX snapsho ng, a new feature that allows the recording of a mul ‐universe DMX stream from 
Ethernet and/or hardwired DMX. 
strandligh ng.com 

                     

                                       Zero 88 ZerOS update 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brands Strand and Zero 88 have today announced the latest 
update to ZerOS, the award‐winning so ware for their FLX S Series and FLX consoles. ZerOS 7.10 includes support 
for mul ple pixel luminaires, a library update featuring a wide range of Vari‐Lite and Strand fixtures, and more.  
The new update is available for Zero 88 ligh ng consoles as well as the recently announced Strand FLX S Series 
consoles. The update also adds new configura on op ons to ZerOS’s move on dark capabili es and introduces 
other features and bug fixes as well. The new so ware is available now from the Zero 88 website, and a video 
summary of the new features is available on YouTube. zero88.com 
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The Proteus Rayzor Edge™ and 
Proteus Rayzor Blade™ are a striking 
visual combina on of linear wash, 
high‐intensity strobe line and 
SparkLED FX inside a compact IP65 
linear fixture design. Envisioned to 
provide the designer unlimited 
crea ve control of powerful colors 
and high‐powered strobe effects 
from a single unit, they allow 
unlimited placement in any outdoor 
and indoor environment, greatly 
enhancing their capabili es. 
Protected from dust and water 
ingress, they are part of Ela on’s 
industry‐leading Proteus range of 
outdoor luminaires, matching colors 
and SparkLED effects with the 
popular Proteus Rayzor 760. 
 
Driven by 6 or 12 independently 
controlled 60W RGBW LEDs, 
Proteus Rayzor Edge and Blade 
provide a powerful beam that 
stands out on any stage. The 
oversized front lenses create a large 
visual surface on the fixture that is 
enhanced by the exclusive patent‐
pending SparkLED technology.  

These fixtures allow for impac ul 
lt sweep mo ons, which are 

visually striking across its large front 
surface, allowing them to posi on 
or move dynamically during a show. 
With a wide zoom range from 5 to 
45 degrees, they provide intense 
and well‐defined mid‐air beams and 
light curtains up to 12,500 lumens, 
as well as an excep onally wide and 
even wash coverage, making them 
the perfect tools for stage washes, 
mid‐air effects or audience blinders, 
even in adverse outdoor condi ons.  
 
These two new members in the 
Proteus family once more showcase 
Ela on’s leadership in IP65 
luminaires. Their innova ve design 
and carefully curated crea ve 
capabili es are a designer’s dream 
to create visual interest and 
powerful washes out of a single 
weatherproof fixture. 
 
 
 
 
ela onligh ng.com 

SparkLED consists of individual 
white LEDs strategically placed 
inside the lens itself to create a 
unique addi onal layer, allowing 
designers access to a new and 
innova ve way of crea ng interest 
on stage. Proteus Rayzor fixtures 
offer this never‐seen‐before style of 
internal lens illumina on for depth 
and visual impact. The patented 
SparkLEDs are controllable by the 
ligh ng console or driven by a 
mul tude of internal FX pa erns. 
 
In addi on to its powerful wash and 
SparkLED effects, the Proteus 
Rayzor Edge and Blade emphasize 
the RGBW lenses with two seamless 
high‐intensity strobe lines with a 
total of up to 256 cool white strobe 
LED dots. Flanking the Rayzor lenses 
across the en re length of the 
fixture, these dual strobe arrays 
offer incredible visual effects with a 
mul tude of integrated FX or 
precise pixel control from the 
ligh ng console.  
 
 

 

       Elation Proteus Rayzor Edge™ and Blade™
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                                                 Barco F400-HR 
 
The F400‐HR is a true solid‐state LASER projector 
designed for the simula on and training market.  
A na ve 4K resolu on up to 240Hz processing speed 
projector, the F400‐HR combines extreme detail  
and very high speed, suitable for any simula on 
environment. The F400‐HR was designed specifically 
for the demands of the training and simula on 
customer, and breathes the needed sense of  
realism into every simula on system. 
 Na ve 4K resolu on @240Hz framerate for 

incredible image performance  
 Dynamic resolu on way beyond 4K with built‐in 

or external pixel‐shi   
 Revolu onary high‐speed laser light source for speckle‐free, outstanding image quality  
 Rock‐solid and fully rated for shock and vibra on  
 Barco Pulse for common communica on and user interface across all Barco projectors  
 Also available: FS400‐HR with dedicated IR for NVG training 
barco.com 

 

 Pangolin / Kvant BeamBrush 
 

BeamBrush is an op cal scanning system that 
con nually increases, or decreases, the divergence of a 
laser’s beam in real‐ me. In a partnership with Kvant, 
we integrated BeamBrush into an en rely custom laser 
system to ensure the highest possible quality, and 
performance. Enhance your audience scanning 
experience. With BeamBrush, you can increase, and 
decrease, the divergence of your laser's beam in real 

me. Allowing you to operate your laser projector, like a 
normal ligh ng fixture. BeamBrush gives you instant 
zoom, wash, waving and posi oning func ons with your 
laser system. Providing a whole new persepc ve on the 
way that you can create beam effects. Truly paint, with 
laser light. Go from the thin, ght, natural look of a laser 
beam, instantly to the look of a classical moving head. 
Making BeamBrush an incredible laser system, digi al moving head, and beam ligh ng fixture, all‐in‐one! 
BeamBrush takes the crea on of graphical laser content (such as graphics, anima ons, abstracts, etc) to a whole 
new level. Allowing you to add depth, dimension, and create breathtaking laser art, unlike never before. 
lasershowprojector.com 
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